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Executive Summary  

Although communication is central to any list of essential “21st-century skills,” writing 
instruction has been deemphasized in American classrooms. As Applebee and Langer 
(2011) describe it, “[T]he actual writing that goes on in typical classrooms across the 
United States remains dominated by tasks in which the teacher does all the composing, and 
students are left only to fill in missing information, whether copying directly from a 
teacher’s presentation, completing worksheets and chapter summaries, replicating highly 
formulaic essay structures keyed to the high-stakes tests they will be taking, or writing the 
particular information the teacher is seeking.” The results are not surprising. According to 
National Assessment of Educational Progress data (Salahu-Din, Persky & Miller, 2008), just 
one-third (33%) of U.S. eighth graders write proficiently. There is some evidence that state 
and federal school accountability policies that have focused educators’ attention on student 
achievement in reading and mathematics have exacerbated the problem. Most specifically, 
by calling for accountability systems based on annual testing in English language arts and 
mathematics, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB)—and the states’ responses to 
it—appears to have contributed to a narrowing of the curriculum (Center on Education 
Policy, 2005).  

Concerns about the quality of students’ writing are not new, however. The National Writing 
Project traces its history back to 1974, when the University of California, Berkeley, 
sponsored a small team of faculty and K–12 educators to provide professional development 
for teachers with the goal of improving the writing skills of incoming freshmen. It has since 
grown into a national network composed of nearly 200 university-based Local Writing 
Project sites. These sites work to build local teacher leadership capacity through 
Invitational Summer Institutes and continuity programs for the teacher leaders who 
participate in these institutes. Local Writing Project sites also offer inservice programs and 
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a range of youth, family, and community programs led by the teacher leaders who have 
participated in Invitational Summer Institutes. Through their inservice programs, Local 
Writing Project sites seek to improve writing instruction by providing locally customized 
professional development to teachers in local schools and districts.  

Partnerships are an emerging area of work in the portfolios of many Local Writing Project 
sites. Partnerships are defined in the National Writing Project network as a relationship of 
more than 1 year wherein a Local Writing Project site and its partner (typically a school or 
district) share responsibility for setting goals, planning work, and supporting the 
partnership activities. Partnership work with middle-grades schools makes up a small 
proportion of the overall National Writing Project portfolio, comprising 3% to 4% of the 
work. To learn more about this emerging area of its work, the National Writing Project 
contracted with SRI International to conduct a study of Local Writing Project site 
partnership work with schools serving middle grades.   

Research Design 

The study design included a cluster randomized controlled trial (RCT) to estimate the 
effects of partnerships on teacher practices and student writing, combined with a 
multimethod study to document how partnerships were developed and implemented in 
participating schools and sites. The study began with a baseline year (2007–08) during 
which partnership schools could plan the work with their Local Writing Project sites but 
could not commence professional development. From 2008–09 through 2010–11, the Local 
Writing Project sites and partner schools could implement their partnerships. The 
emphasis on describing implementation in this study is critical because planful variation is 
core to the National Writing Project model of co-designed partnerships. RCTs, which 
provide an unbiased estimate of the average impact of a specified treatment, assume that 
uniform implementation of the intervention is desired. We knew that would not be the case 
(because it was not a goal of the intervention). As a result, the implementation data provide 
a critical lens for documenting the variation and explaining findings from outcome 
analyses. 
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To establish criteria for assessing partnership implementation, SRI conducted a focus 
group with site directors identified by the National Writing Project as experienced with 
partnership work. The following four criteria emerged from the focus group as defining the 
minimum characteristics of a partnership for the purpose of the study:  

1. A partnership is co-designed. Both the Local Writing Project site and the school 
must share an understanding of the goals and strategies of the partnership. 

2. A partnership is co-resourced. There must be evidence, over multiple years, of 
district and/or school leaders’ commitment of resources to the partnership.  

3. A critical mass of teachers (35% to 100%) must participate in the professional 
development, regardless of how teachers are selected into a partnership. The 
strategies for recruiting teachers to participate in Local Writing Project site 
programming may include (but are not limited to) recruiting volunteers or targeting 
specific groups of teachers (e.g., grade level or department).  

4. Participating teachers must receive sufficient professional development. As a rule of 
thumb, the critical mass of participating teachers (defined above) should receive at 
least 30 contact hours of professional development (delivered by Local Writing 
Project staff and/or local teacher-consultants) each year. 

The study sample included 14 Local Writing Project sites and 39 schools. We refer to the 
20 schools in the treatment group as “partnership” schools because they were randomly 
assigned to form partnerships with their Local Writing Project sites. We refer to the 
19 schools in the control group as “delayed partnership” schools because they were eligible 
to form partnerships with their Local Writing Project sites after the study concluded. 

We used multiple data collection strategies to gather comparable data from the partnership 
and delayed partnership schools, including teacher surveys, teacher logs, teacher 
assignments, student work, on-demand writing prompts, and interviews. These 
instruments included measures of school context, teacher professional community, teacher 
professional practices, instructional practices, student opportunities to learn writing, 
student outcomes, and professional development. We collected additional information 
from the Local Writing Project sites on partnership planning and implementation. The full 
report explains each instrument in greater detail. We turn now to our key findings. 
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Implementation 

In short, we learned that implementing partnerships between Local Writing Project sites 
and middle schools is extremely difficult. Schools typically did not place a top priority on 
writing instruction, reflecting prevailing policy trends (i.e., increasing focus on reading and 
math under NCLB) and results of studies on the place of writing in the curriculum of 
American secondary schools (e.g., limited instructional time devoted to writing; see 
Applebee and Langer, 2011). As a result, even when Local Writing Project sites met schools 
at the level of their stated needs and interests, the duration of professional development 
provided did not meet the study’s definition of a partnership. As a result, no schools and 
Local Writing Project sites attained the level of partnership professional development 
anticipated in the study design. Partnership schools did, however, receive a greater amount 
of writing professional development than did delayed partnership schools. We next review 
these main implementation findings. 

Schools assigned to form partnerships increased the amount of writing professional 
development that teachers received, compared with schools assigned to delay 
partnership formation.   

The amount of writing professional development that partnership and delayed partnership 
teachers reported receiving was equivalent at baseline (Exhibit ES-1). In contrast, during 
each of the 3 years of partnership implementation, teachers in partnership schools 
participated in an average of 5 to 8 more hours of writing professional development than 
their counterparts in delayed partnership schools; English language arts (ELA) teachers 
participated in an average of 12 to 18 more hours per year of writing professional 
development than their counterparts in delayed partnership schools. 
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Exhibit ES-1 
Average Duration of Writing Professional Development for Teachers 

 
 
Source: Teacher surveys, 2007−08 through 2010−11. 
* p < 0.05. 

By the conclusion of the study, the depth and breadth of teacher participation in 
partnership professional development varied considerably, both across and within 
those schools that were assigned to form partnerships.  

Looking school by school, average cumulative hours (over 3 years) of partnership 
professional development for the entire faculty ranged from 4 hours per teacher at one 
school to 53 hours per teacher at another. The range was greater when examining average 
cumulative hours for seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers across the schools—
partnership professional development for these teachers averaged from as few as 
7 cumulative hours at one school to as many as 194 cumulative hours at another.  

The proportion of teachers who participated in 30 or more hours of partnership 
professional development in a given year varied across and within partnership schools. 
Exhibit ES-2 shows the distribution of the percentage of teachers participating in 30 or 
more hours of partnership professional development in each year of the study.  

• Each dot represents a school and shows the percentage of teachers (all teachers or 
seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers, depending on the section of the graph) 
participating in 30 or more hours of partnership professional development in a 
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given year of the study. (Note that when more than one school has the same value, 
only one dot is visible.) 

• Each vertical line spans the entire range of average schoolwide participation rates, 
from the school with the lowest participation rate to the school with the highest 
participation rate for that category (all teachers or seventh- and eighth-grade ELA 
teachers, depending on the section of the graph).  

• Each shaded box represents the middle 50% of schools in terms of participation 
rates: the solid line at the bottom of the box shows the 25th percentile, the solid line 
inside the box shows the median, and the solid line at the top of the box shows the 
75th percentile.  

• The dashed line across the entire graph indicates the implementation criterion of 
35% of teachers receiving 30 or more hours of partnership professional 
development.  

For all faculty, the proportion participating in 30 or more hours per year ranged from 0% 
to 29% of teachers. Restricting the analysis to seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers only, 
the proportion of teachers participating in 30 or more hours of partnership professional 
development in a given year ranged from 0% to 100%. 
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Exhibit ES-2 
Distribution of Partnership Schools by Percentage of Teachers Participating 
in 30 or More Hours of Partnership Professional Development in Each of 
3 Years 

 
 
Source: Partnership-monitoring reports, 2008−09 through 2010−11. 
Exhibit reads: In Year 1, the proportion of all teachers per partnership school who participated in 30 or more hours of 
partnership professional development ranged from 0% to 28%. The school in the 25th percentile had 4% of teachers 
participate in 30 or more hours, the school in the 50th percentile (indicated by a horizontal median line) had 7% of 
teachers participate in 30 or more hours, and the school in the 75th percentile had 13% of teachers participate in 
30 or more hours. 
Note: The median line for ELA teachers is in fact at 50% each year. Given that many schools have a small (and even) 
number of 7th/8th-grade ELA faculty (e.g., two or four 7th/8th ELA teachers), several schools are at 50% participation 
rate each year.  
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Partnership professional development covered a wide variety of topics both across 
and within schools.  

Partnership professional development included many topics. Across the schools, writing to 
learn (i.e., using writing for the purpose of learning other content) was the most frequently 
covered topic. Given the variation in content, the extent to which the professional 
development content was aligned with the specific teacher and student outcome measures 
used in the study varied as well. 

Across the partnership schools, the format of the professional development often 
involved engaging teachers in writing themselves and experiencing specific 
instructional strategies and activities before implementing them in their classrooms.  

High-quality professional development provides teachers an opportunity to deepen their 
content knowledge and see how to apply what they are learning to their instruction 
(Desimone, 2009). One way partnership professional development provided teachers the 
opportunity to learn about both content and pedagogy was by engaging them in writing 
themselves. The two main goals of engaging teachers in writing were to help them better 
understand what writing is like for their students and to develop their own skills as 
writers. Similarly, teachers often participated in writing activities that they could then 
engage in with their students.  

Variation in participation and content appears to result from a combination of the 
national policy context, schools’ baseline practices, Local Writing Projects’ 
experience and expertise, and efforts to adapt professional development to school 
contexts and teacher needs.  

More specifically: 

• The broader accountability and policy context—particularly whether and how 
states assess student writing in the middle grades—influenced the priority some 
schools placed on participation in partnership professional development.  

• Variation in the content covered in partnership professional development stems 
from the specific nature of site expertise, and from efforts to engage a broad group 
of teachers, offer experiences that deepen over time, and respond to different school 
contexts. 
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• At baseline, the frequency of writing instruction was limited and practices varied 
greatly, contributing to the nature and variety of content covered in partnership 
professional development.  

• Partnership formation requires substantial expertise, and many Local Writing 
Project sites participating in the study had limited prior experience with school 
partnerships. 

These factors all contributed to the variation in partnership professional development 
described previously.  

Outcomes  

The ultimate goal of partnership professional development is to improve student writing 
ability. Presumably, teacher professional development cannot by itself alter student writing 
outcomes; professional development can influence teacher outcomes (specifically, teacher 
knowledge and instructional practices), which in turn can influence student outcomes (in 
this case, student writing). Therefore, the outcome analyses focus on the causal theory that 
is core to the conceptual framework, namely, the idea that professional development (the 
intervention) could lead to changes in teacher outcomes (the proximal outcome), which 
could lead to improved student learning (the ultimate outcome) (Exhibit ES-3). 

 

Exhibit ES-3 
The Basic Causal Theory 

 

 

Taking advantage of the experimental design, we first conducted an intent-to-treat analysis 
of the impact of the intervention (as implemented by schools that were assigned to form 
partnerships) on teacher and student outcomes. However, given that the intervention was 
not implemented at a level that met the study’s definition of a partnership, we explored the 
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question of whether partnerships might show promise for affecting teacher and student 
outcomes by conducting exploratory analyses examining the causal theory of how 
partnership professional development could affect student outcomes.   

Key findings from the experimental analysis: The impact of being 
randomly assigned to form partnerships 

Through an intent-to-treat (i.e., experimental) analysis, an RCT provides an unbiased 
estimate of the impact of being randomly assigned to a treatment versus control (or other 
experimental) group. The intent-to-treat analysis does not take into consideration that 
schools assigned to the intervention may not fully implement it. In the case where 
participants experience with high fidelity the conditions to which they were assigned, an 
RCT also provides an unbiased estimate of the effectiveness of the intervention. However, 
in the current study, the intervention was not implemented at a level that met the study’s 
definition of a school partnership, so the RCT cannot estimate the effectiveness of 
partnerships. This analysis instead addresses the question: “What is the impact of being 
randomly assigned to form a partnership on teacher practices and student outcomes?”  

Assignment of schools to form partnerships had an impact on teachers’ perceptions 
of the influence of professional development on their writing instruction.1  

An annual teacher survey asked teachers who provided writing instruction to indicate the 
extent to which professional development activities during the current year influenced the 
writing instruction they provided to their students. All teachers in the second and third 
years of implementation and ELA teachers across all 3 years of implementation in 
partnership schools were more likely than their counterparts in delayed partnership 
schools to report that professional development influenced their writing instruction. 

Assignment of schools to form partnerships had a positive impact on the frequency 
and length of student writing.  

The teacher log asked seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers whether a target student 
was engaged in a writing-related activity and the length of the writing assignment that the 

                                                         
1  Unless otherwise noted, all impacts, correlations, and differences presented in the text are statistically significant at 

the 0.05 level. 
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student planned, composed, edited, or revised. In the first and third years of the 
intervention, seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers in partnership schools were more 
likely than their counterparts in delayed partnership schools to report that students were 
engaged in a writing-related activity. 

In the third year of the partnership implementation, the survey asked teachers to describe 
how many times per week students typically wrote text that was one paragraph or longer. 
Compared with teachers in delayed partnership schools, partnership school teachers in 
general were more likely to report that students wrote at least one or two one-paragraph 
responses/compositions rather than less extended writing in a typical week. However, no 
statistically significant differences were found when ELA teachers in partnership schools 
were compared with ELA teachers in delayed partnership schools. 

The analysis yielded no significant difference between schools assigned to form 
partnerships and schools assigned to delay partnership formation in the extent to 
which teachers reported that students engaged in writing-to-learn activities.  

Because it was a frequent focus of partnership professional development, the third-year 
teacher survey asked teachers how frequently students engaged in writing-to-learn 
activities. The results did not identify statistically significant differences between 
partnership and delayed partnership teachers in reporting student engagement in writing-
to-learn activities. 

Random assignment to form a partnership had an impact on collaborative writing in 
seventh- and eighth-grade ELA classes. However, the analysis yielded no significant 
differences between schools assigned to form partnerships and schools assigned to 
delay partnership formation on other writing process measures.  

The teacher log and the teacher survey included measures that we analyzed both 
individually and as part of scales representing the frequency of four key writing processes 
and student engagement in writing processes. Log results reflecting individual components 
of the writing process showed that seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers in the third 
year of implementation in partnership schools were more likely than their counterparts in 
delayed partnership schools to report that students worked collaboratively on a writing 
assignment, either helping produce a group writing product or giving or receiving help or 
feedback on individual writing tasks. The other analyses of teacher log and survey items 
and scales about writing processes found no statistically significant differences for all 
teachers or for ELA teachers between partnership and delayed partnership schools.  
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Results show that there were no statistically significant differences in student 
outcomes between schools assigned to form partnerships and schools assigned to 
delay partnership formation.  

Across the entire sample and across the 3 years of partnership implementation, the 
analysis of student writing prompt data found no significant impact of being assigned to 
form a partnership on a holistic measure of writing quality (Exhibit ES-4) and no impacts 
on any of six individual measures of writing attributes. The analysis of the impacts on 
student writing in response to naturally occurring writing assigned within ELA classrooms 
found no significant impact of assignment to form a partnership on the holistic measure of 
writing quality or on two additional measures of writing attributes (construction of 
knowledge and development of expository writing).  

Exhibit ES-4 
Holistic Scores on Student Writing in Response to On-Demand Writing 
Prompts (Model-Adjusted Means) 

 

Source: 2007−08, 2008−09, 2009–10, and 2010−11 student on-demand writing prompts. 
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There are several plausible explanations for not finding an impact of partnership 
assignment on student writing. A lack of impact could well be caused by the low levels of 
partnership implementation described previously; it could be that the teacher practices 
supported by professional development were not positively associated with student 
outcomes; it could be that the focus of partnership professional development did not align 
with the student outcomes that were measured in this study; or the answer could involve a 
combination of these and other plausible explanations.  

To better understand the effect of partnership professional development on teacher and 
student outcomes, we conducted analyses to explore the causal theory of change by first 
looking at the relationship between partnership professional development and teacher 
instructional practices, and then examining the relationship between teacher instructional 
practices and student outcomes. 

Key findings from the correlational analyses: The relationship 
between participation in partnership professional development 
and changes in teacher practices 

The hypothesis that professional development will affect teacher and student outcomes is 
based on the premise that teachers participate in a sufficient amount of partnership 
professional development (in this case, 30 hours per year). The most plausible explanation 
for not finding a positive impact on student outcomes in the intent-to-treat analyses is that 
most teachers simply did not receive a level of professional development that met the 
study’s criteria for partnership implementation. It is therefore essential to explore whether 
teachers who did take part in a sufficient amount of professional development benefited 
from it—the first step in the causal theory. To do this, we conducted regression analyses 
using covariates and propensity score matching as two statistical strategies for creating a 
comparative reference for teachers in partnership schools who received a sufficient level of 
professional development to test the hypothesis about the impact of partnership 
professional development (as opposed to the impact of school assignment to partnership). 
The strength of these analyses is that teachers in the treatment group received a sufficient 
level of the intervention. On the other hand, research has shown that statistical 
adjustments do not typically mirror the results of experiments, which by definition are 
unbiased (Glazerman, Levy, & Myers, 2003; Cook, Shadish, & Wong, 2008).  
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Compared with all teachers in delayed partnership schools, teachers with 90 or more 
hours of partnership professional development reported an increased frequency on 
instructional practices measured.  

We compared teacher outcomes for teachers who participated in 90 or more hours of 
partnership professional development during 3 years of partnership implementation with 
those for all teachers in the comparison group, adjusting for ELA teacher status and school-
level baseline teacher practices. Because teachers who voluntarily took part in more hours 
of partnership professional development may differ from the general teachers in the 
delayed partnership schools on unmeasured characteristics, the results from the analysis 
should not be considered to indicate causal relationships. 

Compared with all teachers in delayed partnership schools, teachers with 90 or more hours 
of partnership professional development had increases on all instructional practice 
measures that we investigated (length of student writing, writing to learn, class time 
devoted to four key writing processes, and student engagement in writing processes). 
Adjusting for ELA teacher status and school-level baseline practice, teachers with 90 or 
more hours of partnership professional development were 15.8 times as likely as all 
teachers in delayed partnership schools to report that students wrote at least one or two 
one-paragraph responses/compositions in a typical week. Using the same adjustments, 
teachers with 90 or more hours of partnership professional development also reported a 
higher frequency of engaging students in writing to learn and the writing processes that 
made up our survey scales than all teachers in delayed partnership schools (Exhibit ES-5). 
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Exhibit ES-5 
Differences between Teachers with 90 or More Hours of Partnership 
Professional Development and All Delayed Partnership Teachers for Teacher 
Practice Scales, Ranging from 0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”) (Coefficients and 
Standard Errors from HLM Models) 

Outcome Coefficient Standard Error 
Writing to learn 0.43* 0.20 
Class time on four key writing processes 0.40* 0.20 
Student engagement in writing processes 0.58** 0.20 
Source: 2007−08 and 2010−11 teacher survey; partnership-monitoring reports, 2008−09 through 2010−11. 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01   

Exhibit reads: Adjusting for ELA teacher status and school-level baseline practices, the average teacher with 90 or 
more hours of partnership professional development had a score that was 0.43 point higher—on a scale from 
0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”)—in response to a question about the frequency with which students engaged in writing-to-
learn activities, compared with all teachers in delayed partnership schools. 

Among teachers in partnership schools, duration of professional development was 
positively related to almost all teacher practices investigated on the survey.  

Because our data show that participation varied across and within partnership schools, we 
conducted correlational analyses of the relationship between the duration of partnership 
professional development and teacher practices in the third year of partnership 
implementation, while adjusting for ELA teacher status and baseline teacher practices. 
These correlational analyses examine the relationship solely within the treatment group 
and thus do not address the impact of partnerships; rather, they explore the variation in 
outcomes within partnership schools. The analyses investigate the question: “What is the 
relationship between receiving a longer duration of partnership professional development 
(compared with a shorter duration of partnership professional development) and changes 
in teacher practice?” Results from these analyses by no means indicate causal relationships, 
because unobserved factors, such as motivation to improve, may contribute to both the 
outcomes and the duration of professional development in which teachers participated. 

Duration was indicated by cumulative hours of partnership professional development for 
individual teachers, as well as by a dichotomous variable indicating whether a teacher 
participated in 90 or more hours of partnership professional development. Both analyses 
found that a longer duration of partnership professional development was associated with 
students’ engaging in writing at least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions in 
a typical week and with increases on both writing process scales (i.e., class time on four key 
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writing processes and student engagement in writing processes as measured on the 
teacher survey). Writing to learn was the only teacher practice measure that was unrelated 
to the duration of professional development.  

These methods of comparing teachers between partnership and delayed partnership 
schools and within partnership schools found positive relationships between partnership 
professional development and teacher practices. None of them support causal inferences 
that speak directly to the original question, namely, the impact of partnerships on teacher 
practices. Combined, however, they suggest that partnership professional development, 
when of sufficient duration, is promising for positively affecting teacher practices. 

Key findings from the correlational analyses: The relationship 
between teacher instructional practices and student writing 
performance 

As suggested in the basic causal theory, we consider the instructional practices used by 
participating teachers to be the mediating factor between writing professional 
development and student writing outcomes. Therefore, it is worth exploring the 
relationships between specific teacher practices and student writing—the last step in the 
causal theory. We took teacher practice indicators among seventh- and eighth-grade ELA 
teachers in partnership and delayed partnership schools in the baseline and final years of 
implementation and correlated each of them with changes in student writing (as measured 
by holistic scores of fall and spring on-demand writing prompts) during these two years.2 
Note that these analyses do not attempt to model the effects of professional development in 
any way. 

More frequent student engagement in writing at least one or two one-paragraph 
responses/compositions and more frequent student engagement in composing text 
were associated with improved performance on writing in response to prompts.  

Across partnership and delayed partnership schools, teacher reports that students wrote at 
least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions in a typical week and the number 
of days teachers reported that students composed text were positively associated with 

                                                         
2  Because of the lack of a pretest measure, we cannot associate teacher practices with student performance on writing 

prompts during the first and second years of implementation 
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holistic scores on on-demand prompts for students in seventh- and eighth-grade ELA 
classes (Exhibit ES-6). Other teacher practices were not found to be associated with 
student writing performance. 

Exhibit ES-6 
Relationship between Seventh- and Eighth-Grade ELA Teachers’ Practices 
and Holistic Scores on Student Response to Writing Prompt (Coefficients and 
Standard Errors from HLM Models) 

Teacher practice Coefficient Standard Error 
Survey Measures   
Length - at least 1 or 2 one-paragraph 
responses/compositions 0.27* 0.12 
Writing to learn 0.02 0.05 
Class time on four key writing processes 0.05 0.03 
Student engagement in writing processes 0.06 0.04 
Log Measures   
Major goal - improving skills in writing processes -0.06 0.10 
Length - at least 1 or 2 one-paragraph 
responses/compositions 0.13 0.12 
Collaborative writing activities 0.20 0.13 
Brainstorming or organizing ideas 0.12 0.12 
Composing text 0.23* 0.12 
Revising text 0.09 0.11 
Editing Text 0.05 0.10 
Source: 2007−08 and 2010−11 on-demand writing prompts; 2007−08 and 2010−11 teacher survey; 2007−08 and 
2010−11 teacher log. 
* p < 0.05 

Conclusions  

Writing is critical to success in college and careers. The performance of U.S. students 
suggests that schools and teachers will need ongoing support to increase the proportion of 
students who develop strong writing skills. The Common Core State Standards bring a new 
focus to writing, but standards alone will not improve student learning (Loveless, 2012). A 
concurrent focus on developing the knowledge and skills of educators to improve the 
quality of instruction students receive is likely to be needed. Professional development is a 
key strategy for improving instruction. One of the main findings of the current study, 
however, is that merely offering an external partner with expertise in writing instruction 
and teacher professional development is insufficient for increasing the priority schools 
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place on writing instruction and for promoting sufficient participation in professional 
development.  

Given professional development duration that was below levels desired for an RCT, this 
study offers exploratory findings to address the question of whether partnerships could 
potentially have positive effects on teacher practices and student outcomes. The results 
suggest that the theory holds some promise if teachers receive sufficient professional 
development, and if the professional development targets instructional practices that 
measurably affect student writing. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

Although communication is central to any list of essential “21st-century skills,” writing 
instruction has been deemphasized in American classrooms. As Applebee and Langer 
(2011) describe it, “[T]he actual writing that goes on in typical classrooms across the 
United States remains dominated by tasks in which the teacher does all the composing, and 
students are left only to fill in missing information, whether copying directly from a 
teacher’s presentation, completing worksheets and chapter summaries, replicating highly 
formulaic essay structures keyed to the high-stakes tests they will be taking, or writing the 
particular information the teacher is seeking.” The results are not surprising. According to 
National Assessment of Educational Progress data (2007), just one-third (33%) of U.S. 
eighth graders write proficiently. There is some evidence that state and federal school 
accountability policies, which have focused educators’ attention on student achievement in 
reading and mathematics, have exacerbated the problem. Most specifically, by calling for 
accountability systems based on annual testing in English language arts and mathematics, 
the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB)—and the states’ responses to it—appears to 
have contributed to a narrowing of the curriculum (Center on Education Policy, 2005).  

Although these concerns may be gaining in intensity, the quality of student writing has 
been an issue for several decades. In the early 1970s, faculty and administration at the 
University of California, Berkeley, realized that an increasing number of incoming freshmen 
were unable to pass the University’s writing exam and, thus, had to take remedial classes 
when they started college. One response to this problem stemmed from the recognition 
that (a) K–12 schools were not preparing students sufficiently for college writing, 
(b) typical teacher preparation and professional development did not support K–12 
teachers in helping students learn to write, and yet (c) some expert teachers in K–12 
schools had developed highly successful strategies that should be shared with their 
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colleagues. In 1974, Jim Gray (a former secondary school English teacher and UC Berkeley 
staff member), Albert Lavin (a secondary school English teacher), and Bill Brandt (a UC 
Berkeley professor in rhetoric) hosted a multiple-week summer program sponsored by UC 
Berkeley. This first “Summer Institute” brought together expert teachers of writing to share 
and reflect on effective practices. Through this program, the Bay Area Writing Project was 
born (Gray, 2000). 

The Bay Area Writing Project has since expanded into the National Writing Project, a 
national network composed of nearly 200 university-based Local Writing Project sites. 
Local Writing Project sites share a common model that includes university collaboration 
with K–12 expert teachers to plan and provide locally customized professional 
development with the goal of improving the quality of writing instruction and student 
writing. The sites work to build local teacher leadership capacity through Invitational 
Summer Institutes and continuity programs for the teacher leaders who participate in 
these institutes. Local Writing Project sites also offer customized inservice programs and a 
range of youth, family, and community programs led by the teacher leaders who have 
participated in Invitational Summer Institutes. While all Local Writing Project sites offer 
locally designed and implemented professional development opportunities, they also 
adhere to a common set of core principles: 

• Teachers are at the center of instructional improvement; schools and universities 
can support teachers in this work by providing professional development. 

• Writing should be taught across all grade levels. If teachers collaborate across 
grades in professional development, they can build a richer understanding of how 
students’ writing develops. 

• Theory, research, and practice all generate knowledge about effective writing 
instruction. Therefore, professional development should give teachers systematic 
opportunities to examine knowledge from all of these sources. 

• There is no one best way to teach writing; however, some approaches work better 
than others. An informed, reflective community is in the best position to develop an 
effective program of writing instruction. 

• Teachers are the best teachers of teachers. 

In addition to the network of Local Writing Project sites, the National Writing Project has a 
national office that serves as a network hub. It supports Local Writing Projects by 
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convening site leaders and teachers, offering programs and opportunities around special 
areas of interest, and providing technical assistance and performance monitoring to all 
Local Writing Projects. In addition, the national office provides more intense support in 
emerging and complex areas of work through its initiative model. In initiatives, Local 
Writing Projects are selected through application or nomination processes to participate in 
a particular type of work and then receive 2 to 4 years of funding and focused technical 
assistance to develop, carry out, and refine programmatic approaches, as well as to 
disseminate that work. 

Given the range of professional development offerings that compose the National Writing 
Project model, it is not possible for any single study to provide conclusive evidence of the 
efficacy of the National Writing Project as an organization. Studies conducted prior to the 
current one, however, have generally had positive findings using a range of designs to 
study a variety of professional development programs. Lieberman and Wood (2003) and 
Whitney (2008) conducted case studies describing the transformational power of the 
Invitational Summer Institute. Olson and Land (2007) used a quasi-experimental design to 
examine the effects of the Pathway Project, an 8-year district partnership focused on 
professional development to support secondary teachers in implementing a cognitive-
strategies approach to reading and writing instruction for English learners. They found 
positive effects on student writing (assessed through on-demand writing prompts), grade 
point average, and performance on state standardized tests. In a subsequent multisite 
cluster randomized field trial of the Pathway Project, Kim et al. (2011) and Olson et al. 
(2012) studied impacts on mainstreamed English learners’ ability to comprehend and 
write analytical essays.3 In this study, teachers were randomly assigned to receive either 
26 hours of district writing professional development or the district professional 
development plus an additional 46 hours of Pathway training (including a toolkit of 
materials, workshops, and follow-up coaching). The study showed positive effects after 
1 year of the Pathway Project on English learners’ performance on standardized tests of 
English proficiency, literary analysis, and the state standardized test in English language 
arts. Teachers were able to replicate the positive results with a second cohort of students 
the following year (Olson et al., 2012). In addition, the National Writing Project has 
sponsored the Local Site Research Initiative (LSRI), a program in which local sites submit 
proposals to receive grants and technical support to conduct small-scale, quasi-

                                                         
3 Kim et al. (2011) presents findings from the first year of the study; Olson et al. (2012) presents findings from the 

second year. 
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experimental evaluations of some aspect of their work. As a set, the LSRI studies show that 
professional development offered by the National Writing Project has positive effects on a 
range of outcomes (National Writing Project, 2010). In summary, the body of prior 
research on National Writing Project professional development shows the diversity of 
professional development supported by the organization and provides evidence of positive 
effects of some specific programs.  

The purpose of the current study was to estimate the effectiveness of one type of National 
Writing Project programming—partnerships with schools serving the middle grades. 
Partnerships are defined in the National Writing Project network as a relationship of more 
than 1 year wherein a Local Writing Project and its partner (often a school or district, but 
also including other types of organizations, such as museums or community-based 
organizations) share responsibility for setting goals, planning work, and garnering 
resources to support the partnership activities. Additionally, it is expected that the 
programming that Local Writing Projects provide in partnerships evolves over time to 
meet the changing needs of teachers and students. Widely disseminated definitions of 
partnerships in the National Writing Project context (e.g., the definition of partnership on 
the Continued Funding Application) do not specify the type of organization a Local Writing 
Project site may partner with, the substantive focus of the work, the number of hours of 
activity in a given year, or, if a school-based program, the percentage of faculty who must 
participate in the program.  

Specifying the Intervention 

Partnerships are an emerging area of work in the portfolios of many Local Writing Projects. 
Moreover, partnership work with middle-grades schools makes up only 3% to 4% of the 
overall National Writing Project portfolio. The National Writing Project network has had an 
evolving definition of partnerships during the course of the study, but all definitions 
included several key ideas described in the preceding paragraph, including: 

• that partnership work lasts more than 1 year;  

• that the work evolves in response to each partner’s changing needs;  
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• and that Local Writing Project sites and their partners share responsibility for 
developing goals and a plan for meeting those goals and finding the necessary 
resources to support work toward them.  

At the outset of the study, the SRI team that was contracted to conduct the study 
recognized the need to create a definition of “partnership” for the purposes of the study. 
Defining the treatment a priori was particularly important given the desire to use the most 
rigorous possible design—a randomized controlled trial—to estimate the effectiveness of 
partnerships in teacher practices and student writing. 

To create a definition, we worked with the National Writing Project to convene a focus 
group of site directors whose sites were well established in the network and who had 
experience with some type of partnership work. The focus group discussion both enabled 
us to create a definition of partnership for the study and illuminated the variation in how 
Local Writing Project sites understood partnerships even among this select group of site 
directors. For example, one site director asserted that all teachers within a school should 
participate in partnership professional development; another site director countered that 
school partnerships could focus on a single department within a school. During the focus 
group, we sorted through the variation to arrive at a middle ground between these and 
other factors that site directors agreed were central to how they thought about partnership 
work. The discussion resulted in using the following criteria as a frame of reference for this 
study:  

1. A partnership is co-designed. Both the Local Writing Project site and the school 
must share an understanding of the goals and strategies of the partnership. 

2. A partnership is co-resourced. There must be evidence, over multiple years, of 
district and/or school leaders’ commitment of resources to the partnership.  

3. A critical mass of teachers (35% to 100%) must participate in the professional 
development, regardless of how the teachers are selected into a partnership. The 
strategies for recruiting teachers to participate in Local Writing Project site 
programming may include (but are not limited to) recruiting volunteers or targeting 
specific groups of teachers (e.g., grade level or department).  
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4. Participating teachers must receive sufficient professional development. As a rule of 
thumb, the critical mass of participating teachers (defined above) should receive at 
least 30 contact hours of professional development (delivered by Local Writing 
Project staff and/or local teacher-consultants) each year. 

The four criteria were presented to participating site directors during November of the 
baseline year of the study (2007–08), after recruitment and random assignment had 
occurred. (Neither schools nor Local Writing Project sites committed to meet these criteria 
when they agreed to participate in the study.) It is notable that these criteria included the 
concepts of co-design and co-resourcing, which are central to the definitions of partnership 
in use in the National Writing Project network. However, the idea of specifying the breadth 
(“critical mass”) and depth (“sufficient” professional development) of teacher participation 
is unique to the evaluation. These latter criteria were critical for the design of an impact 
study in that it seemed likely that, if partnerships met these criteria, there would be 
sufficient contrast between schools in the treatment and control groups to detect an effect 
if the professional development was indeed effective. The converse is also worth noting, 
namely, that if partnerships did not meet the breadth and depth criteria, the treatment was 
not considered to be fully implemented (per the evaluation criteria), and there might be 
insufficient treatment/control contrast to find any substantial effects of the partnerships. 
Nonetheless, it is not accidental that the partnership definitions in use within the National 
Writing Project network do not specify the level of participation necessary for work to be 
considered a “partnership.” Although not all professional development offered by the 
National Writing Project is voluntary for participants, the National Writing Project seeks to 
build a community of lifelong learners, writers, and teachers of writing. As such, the 
professional development through which teachers join the National Writing Project 
community is frequently voluntary. Thus, the idea of specifying the breadth and depth of 
teacher participation in partnerships for the purpose of the evaluation was in tension with 
operating assumptions in some Local Writing Project sites. Moreover, unlike other areas of 
emerging work, the National Writing Project did not provide technical assistance through 
an initiative process for the evaluation because the study was conceived of as a study of 
partnerships as opposed to a study of a National Writing Project partnership initiative.4 

                                                         
4  The National Writing Project did monitor sites to verify that the funds were expended in accordance with federal 

guidelines. 
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Conceptual Framework 

To develop the conceptual framework (Exhibit 1-1), we relied on recent research on 
effective professional development to define dimensions of quality that affect the extent to 
which professional development is likely to influence teacher practices. The foundation of 
this work is a seminal piece by Garet et al. (1999) that lays out best practices for 
professional development. Building on this work, Desimone (2009) outlines five key 
features of effective professional development: content focus, active learning, coherence, 
duration, and collective participation.  

Exhibit 1-1  
Conceptual Framework 
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We turned to existing research on effective practices in writing instruction for guidance on 
which teacher practice outcomes would be likely to influence student outcomes. Building 
on their earlier meta-analysis of experimental and quasi-experimental studies that 
identified effective practices for teaching writing to adolescents (Graham & Perin, 2007a), 
Graham and Perin (2007b) conducted a meta-analysis that included randomized controlled 
trials and single-case designs, and also analyzed recurring themes in qualitative studies. 
Their findings suggest that explicit instruction in strategies for planning, revising, and 
editing writing tends to have the largest effects on student writing. This meta-analysis also 
supports the use of writing for inquiry and writing to learn (though effect sizes are smaller 
than for explicitly teaching students strategies for various writing tasks). To teach writing 
for inquiry, the meta-analysis suggests that teachers should provide a clear goal, ask 
students to analyze information using specific strategies, and then expect them to apply 
what they learned. In writing to learn, for which the meta-analysis also found some 
support, the goal is for students to write in order to deepen and refine their understanding 
of the content rather than for them to improve their writing skills. This can be done 
through asking students to summarize information, respond to questions, expound on 
knowledge, comment on or interpret information, share what they do not understand, and 
talk about any changes in their beliefs (Perin, 2007). 

The National Writing Project is sometimes associated with an approach to teaching writing 
in which students expand and refine their writing by using specific rhetorical strategies, 
including feedback from others, to improve it (see, for example, Whitney et al., 2008; Swain, 
Graves, & Morse, 2007; Kaminski, Hunt-Barron, Hawkins, & Williams, 2010). Graham and 
Perin (2007a, 2007b) and Perin (2007) found that introducing students to specific 
strategies for writing that they then learn to apply independently is a particularly effective 
way of improving student writing. Perin (2007) suggests that teachers can accomplish this 
by providing structured peer support, clearly established and reachable goals for writing, 
well-designed writing assignments, and models of good writing. Combined, these studies 
suggest the importance of measuring a range of instructional strategies that might have the 
potential to positively influence student outcomes.  

Finally, we understood that school context and site capacity would be likely to interact with 
the partnership. Both Local Writing Project sites and their partner schools would affect 
partnership planning and professional development, including the content of the 
professional development, how participants would be recruited, and the extent of 
professional development offered. Additionally, the framework represents the idea that 
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school context can be a potent force in shaping instructional practice, both through formal 
policies and structures (e.g., state accountability policies, adopted curriculum, common 
planning time for teacher collaboration) and through norms (e.g., the extent to which 
teachers regularly discuss their instruction and collaboratively examine student learning). 
School context, especially in terms of student characteristics and students’ initial skills, 
could also influence student outcomes.  

Two considerations informed our thinking about how the conceptual framework would 
guide analysis and interpretation of results. First, we reasoned that the precise content 
focus of the professional development would be likely to determine the precise teacher and 
student outcomes that could be achieved. As a result, it would be critical to describe 
implementation in this study because planful variation is core to the National Writing 
Project model of co-designed partnerships; yet, randomized controlled trials are designed 
to provide an unbiased estimate of the average impact of a specified treatment. If 
partnerships varied too much in terms of the content of professional development, it might 
diffuse the average impacts on outcome measures. Absent good data on implementation, 
we would be unable to explore this issue. 

Second, given that the precise content of the professional development could not be 
determined in advance, the evaluation needed to cast a wide net in terms of the outcomes 
measured and use the content of professional development that was provided to develop a 
lens through which to interpret results. The measured outcomes that would drive the 
report findings would be those related to the content of the professional development 
delivered. The converse would also be true: if professional development did not cover 
content related to specific outcomes, we would not interpret the professional development 
as “ineffective” if no effect on those outcome measures was detected, because any 
hypothesis that those outcomes might be affected would be illogical.5  

                                                         
5  Results on such outcomes are not included in the body of the report. They are presented in the appendices for 

transparency. 
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Overview of the Report 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the study methodology. Chapter 3 describes partnership 
implementation. In short, we learned that implementing partnerships between Local 
Writing Project sites and middle schools is extremely difficult. Schools typically did not 
place a top priority on writing instruction, reflecting prevailing policy trends (i.e., 
increasing focus on reading and math under NCLB) and results of studies on the place of 
writing in the curriculum of American secondary schools (e.g., limited instructional time 
devoted to writing; see Applebee & Langer, 2011). As a result, even when Local Writing 
Projects met schools at the level of their stated needs and interests, the duration of 
professional development provided did not meet the study’s definition of partnership. In 
Chapter 4, we turn to study outcomes. Because of the level of implementation, we report 
the experimental analyses (i.e., the intent-to-treat analyses), which do not help us 
understand whether National Writing Project partnerships, if implemented at the level of 
duration that the study specified, would affect teacher or student outcomes. To explore that 
topic, we conducted additional analyses examining the causal theory that suggest that 
partnerships have promise for affecting teacher and student outcomes. 
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Chapter 2.  
Study Design and Methodology 

To fulfill its purpose, the study design needed to provide data to describe Local Writing 
Project sites’ and schools’ efforts to develop and implement partnership, and to estimate 
the impact of the resulting partnerships. The basic design for the study is a cluster 
randomized controlled trial in which pairs of schools were recruited to participate in the 
study. Schools that were randomly assigned to form partnerships with their Local Writing 
Project sites became known as partnership schools while schools that were assigned to the 
control condition became known as delayed partnership schools because they were eligible 
to form partnerships with their Local Writing Project site after the study concluded. 
Importantly, the design allowed for substantial data collection in both partnership and 
delayed partnership schools and involved in-depth study of partnership implementation.  

This chapter describes the evaluation design and methodology beginning with the research 
questions. This is followed by a discussion of the study design, including how Local Writing 
Project sites and participating schools were recruited. We then describe the site and school 
samples and address questions of attrition. We conclude with a description of data 
collection activities and our overall analytic strategy. 
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Research Questions 

We address three types of research questions in this evaluation: questions about 
implementation, teacher outcomes, and student outcomes. 

Implementation 

• How was professional development implemented across the partnership schools? 
What were the content and duration of the professional development that teachers 
experienced in the partnership schools?  

• How did professional development experienced by partnership school teachers 
differ from the writing professional development that teachers in delayed 
partnership schools experienced?  

Teacher Outcomes 

• What are the effects of partnership professional development on teachers’ 
perceptions of the influence of professional development?  

• What are the effects of partnership professional development on teachers’ 
instructional practices?  

• What implementation factors (e.g., duration of professional development) are 
related to teachers’ instructional practices? 

Student Outcomes 

• What is the impact of partnership professional development on measures of student 
writing in the middle school grades (grades seven and eight)? 

• Are changes in teacher practices resulting from partnership professional 
development responsible for the partnerships’ impacts on student writing? 

• What factors associated with the implementation of partnership professional 
development (e.g., the amount and breadth of professional development) predict 
higher-quality student writing? 

• Which instructional practices are associated with higher-quality student writing? 
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Design for the Randomized Controlled Trial 

To address the research questions, we employed a randomized controlled trial (RCT) 
involving 14 Local Writing Project sites and 39 schools. We refer to the 20 schools in the 
treatment group as “partnership” schools in this report because they were randomly 
assigned to form partnerships with their Local Writing Project sites. We refer to the 
19 schools in the control group as “delayed partnership” schools because they were eligible 
to form partnerships with their Local Writing Project sites after the study concluded. 

The study follows an experimental design with a baseline year (2007–08) during which 
partnership schools could plan the work with their Local Writing Project sites but could not 
commence professional development. From 2008–09 through 2010–11, the Local Writing 
Project sites and partner schools could implement their partnerships. As described in 
greater detail below, delayed partnership schools could continue with “business as usual,” 
but could not seek new writing professional development unless required to by their state 
or district.6 

Site and school recruitment and eligibility 

SRI began recruiting Local Writing Project sites and schools for the 4-year evaluation in 
spring 2007. The National Writing Project defined the population of Local Writing Projects 
eligible for the study as those that had been in existence for at least 3 years and were not 
receiving technical assistance from the national office because of insufficient capacity. Of 
the 197 Local Writing Project sites in operation, 169 (or 87% of the sites) were considered 
eligible for the study. The National Writing Project sent site directors a link to an SRI 
survey assessing preliminary interest in participating in a randomized trial to study Local 
Writing Project partnership work with schools serving middle grades. SRI received 
responses to this survey from 168 Local Writing Project sites, with 124 of the sites 
indicating preliminary interest in participating. In June 2007, SRI sent a second survey to 
these 124 Local Writing Project sites asking the sites to recruit two or four schools that met 
the following requirements: 

  

                                                         
6  We measured the extent of writing professional development in delayed partnership schools to assess the extent to 

which this reduced the treatment/control contrast. 
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1. They served middle-grade (seventh- and eighth-grade) students. 

2. They had “minimal or no prior experience” with the Local Writing Project site. More 
specifically, they could not have more than two teacher-consultants (teachers who 
had completed an Invitational Summer Institute, or ISI) on staff at the school, no 
administrators could have attended an ISI, and the school could not have received 
more than 30 hours of Local Writing Project professional development over the 
preceding 2 years.7  

3. They were willing to be randomly assigned to either the treatment or control 
condition. 

The second and third requirements were imposed so that a school could appropriately 
function as an experimental control in the study. SRI recruiting materials stated that it was 
preferable for Local Writing Project sites to recruit schools with no prior experience with 
the National Writing Project so that the sample would not be contaminated at baseline. 
However, the second requirement also limits the generalizability of study findings because 
many partnerships that form outside of the study have prior experience with their Local 
Writing Project sites. The third requirement may also limit the generalizability of the study 
because a school that was strongly committed to receiving professional development in 
writing instruction over the course of the study might not be willing to participate (because 
it would not want to be randomly assigned to delay professional development). 

Thirty-four Local Writing Project sites responded to the second survey, each nominating 
two or four schools for participation. To be eligible, principals in those schools needed to 
sign a form indicating an understanding of study terms and eligibility. SRI received signed 
forms from principals in 98 schools, recruited by 32 of the Local Writing Project sites. From 
those 32 Local Writing Project sites, SRI selected a stratified (by three geographic regions 
of the country) random sample of sites with interested, eligible schools and randomly 
assigned pairs of schools to the treatment and control groups using a random-number 
generator in Excel. SRI visited each Local Writing Project site and school prior to the start 
of data collection to verify school eligibility, confirm understanding of the study, and train 

                                                         
7  The ISI prepares teachers to become teacher-consultants—that is, to assume teacher leadership roles at the Local 

Writing Project site and in schools. A school that entered the study with more than two teacher-consultants might not 
be able to fully assume “control” status because those teachers might share Local Writing Project ideas in their 
schools.  
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English language arts (ELA) teachers on reliable use of data collection instruments specific 
to them. 

Some Local Writing Project sites and schools that were initially selected were determined 
through visits to be ineligible or withdrew prior to the start of data collection. In these 
cases, replacement Local Writing Project sites and/or schools were selected from the same 
geographic regions as the ineligible sites and schools and subsequently randomly assigned 
to experimental conditions. The final sample included 14 Local Writing Project sites. 
(Gallagher et al., 2008, provides more details on this process.) 

Eight sites brought in a single pair of schools and six sites brought in two pairs, for a total of 
40 schools. In fall 2007, before data collection began, one delayed partnership school 
dropped out of the study because of concerns about data collection burden, leaving the 
study with 39 schools at the start of data collection.  

Incentives and study participation guidelines 

As an incentive for participating, control schools received $8,000 per year to spend on 
educational purposes aside from writing professional development, and at the conclusion 
of the study they would be able to undertake a subsidized partnership with their Local 
Writing Project sites if funding were available.8 To participate in the study, delayed 
partnership schools agreed not to seek out new professional development in writing or 
participate in Local Writing Project professional development during the life of the study. 
Delayed partnership schools were allowed to continue existing initiatives in writing and 
participate in writing professional development that was mandated by the state or district. 
Individual teachers were also allowed to pursue writing professional development 
provided by sources other than the Local Writing Project.9  

As an incentive for participating and to provide a level of financial stability that would 
increase the likelihood that partnerships would be sustained over 3 years, Local Writing 
Project sites received $12,000 per year to subsidize each partnership. Stabilizing funding 

                                                         
8  Funding for these delayed partnerships was not available because of the loss of the National Writing Project’s 

congressionally directed funding. 
9  One teacher in a delayed partnership school did attend the Invitational Summer Institute offered by her Local Writing 

Project site during the summer of 2010. Attendance was the final requirement for her to receive a master’s degree, 
and we could not justify denying her permission to complete a graduate degree for the sake of the study. 
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was important given National Writing Project data, which show that the vast majority of 
partnerships end after 1 or 2 years. Unlike other National Writing Project grants, sites 
receiving the funds were selected at random from all volunteers.10 

Characteristics of the Sample 

To describe the sample, we first look at key characteristics of the participating Local 
Writing Project sites. Then we examine characteristics of participating schools to assess 
comparability at baseline.  

Sample of Local Writing Project sites 

The random sample of Local Writing Project sites, selected from the pool of applicant sites 
as described above, appeared relatively typical of all Local Writing Project sites in terms of 
their budget, the number of teacher-consultants, the number of participants served in 
2006–07, and the average hours of professional development participants received 
(Gallagher et al., 2008). Of greater relevance for understanding Local Writing Project sites’ 
likely capacity to form school partnerships is their prior partnership experience. We 
analyzed data from a review of Local Writing Project sites’ Continued Funding Applications 
and Site Reports to the National Writing Project and data from interviews with 
participating Local Writing Project site leaders during which we could probe the nature of 
prior ongoing work with schools and districts.11 On the basis of those data, we classified 
the prior partnership experience of the 14 participating Local Writing Project sites  
(Exhibit 2-1). In classifying prior work as a “partnership,” we did not use the definition of 
partnership used in our study because the Continued Funding Applications did not 
necessarily specify the information we would have needed to categorize prior work based 

                                                         
10  Like the decision to provide basic monitoring of partnerships instead of more intense technical assistance, the 

decision to select Local Writing Projects randomly from those eligible was made because the evaluation was 
conceived as a study of the effectiveness of partnerships, not as a study of the efficacy of a partnership initiative. 

11  Information from the Continued Funding Applications and Site Reports did not always agree fully with our 
assessment of prior partnership experience, most frequently because the Continued Funding Applications and Site 
Reports focused on the preceding year while we included older partnerships. In two cases, the disagreement between 
the Local Writing Project site’s documents and our rating resulted because we considered the duration of professional 
development provided in classifying work as being a “partnership,” whereas the Continued Funding Application and 
Site Report definition of partnership does not include any indicator of duration.  
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on the study’s definition (i.e., co-design, co-resourcing, critical mass, and duration of the 
professional development). For example, we excluded ongoing relationships with schools 
or districts in which the duration of professional development provided was low (such as a 
few workshops per year, even over more than 1 year).  

Exhibit 2-1 
Prior Partnership Experience at Baseline of Local Writing Project Sites 
Participating in the National Evaluation 

 

Number of Local Writing 
Project Sites 

No Prior Partnership Experience 3 
Prior Experience with School Partnerships Only 0 
Prior Experience with District Partnerships Only 6 
Prior Experience with School and District Partnerships 5 
Source: Interviews and National Writing Project Continued Funding Applications. 

 

As Exhibit 2-1 shows, 3 of the 14 participating Local Writing Project sites had no 
experience with partnership work coming into the study. Although all had provided school 
and/or district professional development, it was of shorter duration than could reasonably 
resemble a partnership (per the evaluation’s definition). Additionally, another six Local 
Writing Project sites had partnership experience, but solely with districts instead of 
schools. The five Local Writing Project sites that had prior school partnerships also had 
prior district partnerships. 

Characteristics of participating schools 

Schools participating in the study could be of any grade configuration that included seventh 
and eighth grades. Most schools in the study (16 of 20 partnership schools and 11 of 
19 delayed partnership schools) were what could be called middle schools (i.e., schools 
serving grades 6–8 or 7–8); five more delayed partnership schools served an expanded 
notion of middle grades (i.e., were configured as 4–8, 5–8, or 7–10). The partnership and 
delayed partnership groups had four and three schools, respectively, with much broader 
configurations (PK–12, K–12, or 7–12). The schools serving almost all grades were matched 
partnership/delayed partnership, so this variation did not lessen baseline equivalence.  
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At baseline, the schools in the partnership and delayed partnership conditions were 
comparable with respect to size and demographic characteristics (Exhibit 2-2). None of the 
differences between partnership and delayed partnership schools were statistically 
significant.  

Exhibit 2-2 
Size of Schools in the Sample 

Outcome 

Partnership  
schools 
(n = 20) 

Delayed partnership 
schools 
(n = 19) 

Mean total enrollment 678 
(366) 

565 
(261) 

Mean faculty size (full-time equivalent) 48 
(24) 

42 
(23) 

Mean student-teacher ratio 15.4:1 
(3.0) 

14.2:1 
(2.9) 

Mean number of seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers 4.7 
(3.0) 

4.2 
(3.0) 

Source: NCES Common Core of Data. Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. 
 

 

As Exhibit 2-3 indicates, the schools were also comparable with respect to student 
demographics. The percentages of students who were from low-income families, as 
measured by the percentage of students in each school eligible for free or reduced-price 
lunch, were comparable, as were the percentages of White students and students from 
communities of color.  
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Exhibit 2-3 
Demographics of Students in Sample Schools at Baseline 

Outcome 
Partnership  

schools 
(n = 20) 

Delayed partnership 
schools 
(n = 19) 

Mean percent eligible for free or reduced-price lunch 46 
(25) 

53 
(25) 

Mean percent White 62 
(28) 

58 
(30) 

Mean percent Black 25 
(25) 

29 
(29) 

Mean percent Hispanic 9 
(13) 

10 
(14) 

Mean percent Asian 3 
(5) 

3 
(5) 

Mean percent American Indian 1 
(1) 

1 
(1) 

Source: NCES Common Core of Data. Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. 
 

The schools in the two groups were also comparable with respect to overall achievement 
levels, as defined by whether a school met Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) targets for all of 
its subgroups. Finally, the partnership and delayed partnership groups were equivalent at 
baseline in terms of teacher characteristics, teachers’ instructional practices in writing, and 
teachers’ experiences with writing professional development (see Gallagher et al., 2008). 

School attrition and staff turnover 

It is important to describe attrition and turnover because they can influence the study both 
in terms of the methodology (Does the sample change over time?) and, relatedly, in terms 
of the consistency with which the partnership schools proceeded through the intervention 
(Was there continuity of leadership? Did teachers have the opportunity to participate in 
professional development over the length of the study or were they at their school for only 
some of the time period? Did teachers who participated in professional development 
leave?). 

School attrition. In spring 2010, two partnership schools dropped from the study. One left 
because the Local Writing Project site closed; the other, a school that had been 
reconstituted after the first year of the study and continued to face significant 
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accountability pressure, discontinued the partnership and all data collection because 
writing professional development was no longer a priority.12 As a result, the school sample 
for the baseline through the end of the second year of partnership implementation was 
39 schools (20 partnership, 19 delayed partnership), and the sample for the final year was 
35 schools (18 partnership and 17 delayed partnership).13 Although there was differential 
attrition in the sample (with both schools that dropped out coming from the partnership 
group), in both cases it appears that the schools’ perceptions of the partnership did not 
cause the attrition. 

Principal turnover. Principal turnover could potentially be a challenge for partnerships 
because Local Writing Project sites might (depending on who is hired to replace the 
outgoing principal) need to forge entirely new relationships with school leaders who may 
or may not have a commitment to the work of the partnership. Exhibit 2-4 shows how 
many principals schools had over the course of the study. Overall, there did not appear to 
be a clear pattern in terms of the challenges posed by principal turnover (Gallagher et al., 
2011). 

Exhibit 2-4 
Number of Principals per School over the Course of the Study,  
by Treatment Status 

Outcome 
Partnership schools 

(n = 18) † 
Delayed partnership schools 

(n = 17) † 
One principal  5 9 
Two principals  10 6 
Three principals 3 2 

Source: Interviews.  
† Because these counts reflect cumulative data, the two attriting partnership schools and their paired delayed 
partnership schools are not included. For those partnership schools, one had one principal during its years in the 
study and the other had three principals; both of the paired delayed partnership schools had one principal over the 
course of the study. 
 

                                                         
12  All quantitative data, and some qualitative data, were collected from both partnership schools through 2009–10; 

neither school contributed data in the final year of the study, 2010–11. Although we collected data from the schools’ 
paired delayed partnership schools in 2010–11, we opted not to include that data in any analyses.  

13   To verify that findings were not affected by the change in sample, we ran analyses both with all schools participating 
in the study at each point in time and with the subset of schools that participated all 4 years. In no case did differences 
in the sample change the findings of the study; as a result, the findings of the main analyses (those conducted with all 
data collected each year) are the ones presented in the report. 
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Teacher turnover. Teacher turnover represents a substantial issue in a longitudinal study 
of teacher professional development.14 First, teacher turnover affects how we must think 
about our estimates over time. Although we have estimates for instructional practices in 
each school over 4 years, the individuals from whom we get those estimates change from 
year to year.  

Second, there are several ways (all other things being equal) that teacher turnover could 
reduce the extent to which professional development had an impact on teachers’ 
instructional practices. If teachers whose practices have been positively affected by the 
professional development leave the schools, estimates of impact will underestimate the 
effectiveness of the professional development. Additionally, when teachers join the schools 
in the later years of the study, they have had less opportunity to be affected by the 
professional development, which could also potentially lead to an underestimate of 
effectiveness. A compounding factor is that schools’ communities can support or inhibit 
professional growth and student learning. In schools with very high turnover, the ability of 
schools to support the improvement of instructional practices could be hampered. Recent 
research (Ronfeldt, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2012) found that teacher turnover has a negative 
impact on student achievement above and beyond any effects attributable to differences in 
effectiveness between those leaving the schools and their replacements.  

For these reasons, a key contextual factor in participating schools is the extent to which 
their teaching staff was stable from the period when partnership professional development 
began (2008–09) through the end of the study (2010–11). Exhibit 2-5 shows the 
partnership and delayed partnership means for the percentages of all teachers and ELA 
teachers who had been at their current school for 1, 2, or 3 or more years as of spring 
2010–11.  

  

                                                         
14  To verify that teacher turnover—in terms of the loss of teachers who participated in professional development and 

the arrival of teachers who had not participated in prior years of professional development—did not drive the 
findings of the evaluation, all analyses were run for the subset of teachers who were in the study for all 3 years of the 
intervention. In no case did this change the findings of the study; as a result, the findings of the main analyses (those 
conducted with all data collected each year) are the ones presented in the report. 
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Exhibit 2-5 
Percentage of Teachers by Years of Experience at their Current School in 
2010–11 

 

Partnership schools 
(n = 18)† 

Delayed partnership schools 
(n = 17)† 

 All Teachers ELA Teachers All Teachers ELA Teachers 
1 year 8 7 13 14 

2 years 7 8 7 6 
3 or more years 85 86 79 81 
Source: Teacher Survey 2010–11. 
† Note: Because these frequencies are from the 2010–11 teacher survey, the two attriting partnership schools and 
their pairs are not included. 
 

As the exhibit shows, 85% of all teachers and 86% of ELA teachers in partnership schools 
reported being at their current school for the entire time partnership professional 
development was offered.  

Data Collection and Analytic Strategy 

Randomized controlled trials require comparable measurement of implementation and 
outcomes in the treatment and control conditions in order to ascertain the extent to which 
the treatment condition (partnership) was different from the control condition (delayed 
partnership) and to measure the difference in outcomes. This section provides a brief 
summary of data collection instruments and the constructs they measured, as well as the 
samples from which those measures were collected. This section concludes with an 
overview of the basic analytic strategies employed by the research team. 

Data collection activities 

We used multiple data collection strategies to address the research questions. Exhibit 2-6 
describes the data collection activities for the study, the topics covered, the respondents, 
and the frequency. By collecting data from multiple sources over time, the design enabled 
us to describe partnership work (implementation of the intervention) in detail and 
compare partnership schools with delayed partnership schools over time. Appendix A 
presents response rates for the various data collection activities. 
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Exhibit 2-6 
Data Collection Activities 

Data  
collection 
activity 

Topics covered Respondents Frequency 

Teacher survey 

School context, teacher 
professional community, teacher 
professional practices, 
professional development  

All certified staff Annually 

Teacher log Instructional practices 7th- and 8th-grade ELA 
teachers 2 weeks/year† 

Teacher 
assignments Instructional practices 7th- and 8th-grade ELA 

teachers 

None in 2008–09; 
4 times/year all 
other study years 

Student work Student opportunities to learn 7th- and 8th-grade ELA 
teachers’ students 

None in 2008–09; 
2 times/year all 
other study years 

On-demand 
writing prompts Student outcomes 7th- and 8th-grade ELA 

teachers’ students 

Fall, spring of 
2007–08 and 
2010–11 (baseline 
and final years); 
spring only in 
2008–09  and 
2009–10 

Interviews 

National Writing Project site 
context, school context, 
partnership planning, professional 
development, teacher professional 
community, teacher practices 

Site directors, 
professional 
development providers, 
teachers, administrators 

Fall, spring each 
year 

Partnership-
monitoring 
reports 

Partnership goals, professional 
development provided, teacher 
participation in professional 
development, resource 
expenditures 

Site directors, 
professional 
development providers 

Summer, fall, 
spring each year 
of partnership 
implementation 
(2008–09,  
2009–10,  
2010–11) 

Document 
review: Site 
Reviews and 
Continued 
Funding 
Applications 

Site context and service area, the 
work of the site, including 
continuity and inservice programs, 
partnerships, evaluations, goals, 
and leadership 

Site directors, National 
Writing Project staff 

Collected for 2006 
and 2007 

† During the 2007–08 school year, we collected 4 weeks of teacher logs from participating seventh- and 
eighth-grade English language arts teachers. 
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The teacher surveys, teacher logs, teacher assignments, student work, and on-demand 
writing prompts and data collection procedures were identical in partnership and delayed 
partnership schools. Interviews were conducted in partnership and delayed partnership 
schools, using semistructured interview protocols designed to capture key aspects of the 
study’s conceptual framework and data needed to test emerging hypotheses. However, the 
number of in-person interviews was greater in partnership schools. Finally, because 
partnership-monitoring reports focused solely on the treatment, it did not include delayed 
partnership schools. 

Sampling ELA teachers and classrooms 

Within each school, we focused some of our data collection (i.e., teacher logs, teacher 
assignments, student work, and on-demand writing prompts) on seventh- and eighth-grade 
ELA teachers. Because partnerships may focus on a subset of teachers in the school (e.g., 
teachers interested in improving their writing instruction, social studies and science 
teachers, sixth- through eighth-grade ELA teachers), it was not immediately apparent that 
seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers were the most appropriate sample.15 The decision 
to focus this subset of data collection activities on seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers 
was based on balancing three factors: the necessity of sampling comparable teachers 
across schools, the resources available for the study, and the assumption that for a 
partnership to truly succeed it must ultimately affect the instructional practices of language 
arts teachers. 

To reduce bias, we selected classes for teachers at random, using a random-number 
generator keyed to the number of periods in a day. All seventh- and eighth-grade classes in 
which ELA instruction took place were eligible, with four exceptions: (1) self-contained 
classrooms exclusively serving students with disabilities who were exempt from state 
testing, (2) classrooms that included 30% or more students with disabilities, (3) classes 
with 50% or more English language learners who completed their mandated state testing 
in their native language, and (4) classes that included students who were not in seventh or 
eighth grade. The primary reason for excluding classes with a high percentage of students 

                                                         
15  When we report based on survey data, we typically report on “all teachers” and “ELA teachers.” These are not 

mutually exclusive groups. “ELA teachers” includes all teachers who self-reported that they taught ELA at any grade 
level, which is a larger population than the seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers from whom we collected 
instructional logs. 
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with disabilities is the difficulty of interpreting results, given the wide range of 
accommodations likely to be required when students respond to writing prompts. We did 
not include classes with a high percentage of students who could not write in English 
because a class with a majority of such students would be unable to complete our writing 
prompts and would therefore complicate our data analysis. We did not want to exclude 
classes with a high percentage of English language learners who were capable of being 
tested in English because some partnerships may focus on strategies for teaching writing to 
English learners. Because many middle school classes are tracked (and even when they are 
not, some classes have combinations of personalities that may make them easier or harder 
for a given teacher to teach), randomly sampling students from one class instead of from all 
classes introduced noise into our estimates. For example, a given teacher could have an 
honors class selected one year and a remedial class the next; a given teacher who taught 
multiple grades could have his or her seventh-grade class selected one year and an eighth-
grade class selected the next. The selection was not biased (because it was random); 
however, the proportion of higher- vs. lower-performing classes could be different across 
conditions in any given year. Although such variation does increase measurement error, it 
is unlikely to distort overall findings given the sample size.  

Overall analytic strategy 

To measure implementation, we relied on data from three main sources: the teacher 
survey, partnership-monitoring reports, and interviews. The strength of the teacher survey 
is that it is generalizable and facilitates measurement of the treatment/control contrast of 
professional development. The partnership-monitoring reports seemed to provide the 
most accurate records of teacher participation in partnership professional development 
and Local Writing Project sites’ perspectives on the content and strategic decision-making 
shaping the partnership work. Interviews provided more in-depth data on how 
participants perceived the professional development they experienced (for teachers who 
participated in partnership professional development and/or other professional 
development in writing instruction), as well as other contextual factors (e.g., curriculum, 
accountability policies) that affected writing instruction. At the end of each round of 
interviews, the research team that was assigned to each school analyzed all interview and 
partnership monitoring data and used a site debriefing guide to create a structured report 
on that school. The research team then coded debriefing guides to identify trends in cross-
case analyses. In final analyses, we used the quantitative data to describe overall trends 
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and examine variation across partnership schools; we then turned to interview and 
partnership monitoring data to build an understanding of what factors shaped partnership 
development and implementation and to identify the content covered in the professional 
development. 

Given that (as will be described in the next chapter) the intervention was not implemented 
at a level that met the study’s definition of partnership, the outcome study focused on the 
causal theory of how partnerships might have an impact. We first looked at the impact of 
schools’ being randomly assigned to form partnerships on student outcomes, then 
examined the relationship between participation in partnership professional development 
and changes in teacher practices, and finally investigated the relationship between teacher 
practices and student outcomes. This approach enables us to explore whether partnerships 
might show promise for affecting teacher and student outcomes. Cross-case analyses 
(generated by using the process summarized above) of qualitative data from interviews 
also contributed to the outcomes analysis by providing school and Local Writing Project 
site perceptions of outcomes as well as perceptions of facilitators and barriers to changes 
in teacher practices and student outcomes.  
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Chapter 3. Implementation of 
Partnerships in the Study 

Partnerships are collaborative ventures between a Local Writing Project site and a school 
in which they engage with each other to plan and implement professional development. As 
explained previously, for the purposes of the evaluation, schools serving middle grades 
were assigned to form partnerships with Local Writing Project sites that met 
implementation criteria specific to the evaluation. Although these multiyear partnerships 
hold promise for providing professional development that leads to improved writing 
outcomes for middle-school students, the extent to which partners were able to create such 
partnerships seemed to depend on their ability to understand and leverage each other’s 
goals, resources, and expertise as they planned and implemented the professional 
development.  

Overall, no partnership met the criteria the study established for both breadth and depth of 
participation in partnership professional development in any year of the study; however, 
being assigned to form a partnership increased the level of writing professional 
development that teachers received. Partnership schools also varied in both teachers’ rates 
of participation in writing professional development and the amount of professional 
development in which teachers participated, as well as in the nature and content of 
partnership professional development.  

This chapter begins by looking at the depth and breadth of teacher participation in 
partnership professional development. We then turn to an examination of the content focus 
of the professional development. We conclude by positing some explanations for the 
variations in participation levels and content. To allow for an examination of trends over 
time, the analyses presented in this chapter include only the schools in the sample for the 
entire study (18 partnership schools and 17 delayed partnership schools). 
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Depth and Breadth of Participation in Partnership 
Professional Development 

In this section, we first compare participation in writing professional development 
between teachers at partnership and delayed partnership schools. We then examine 
teacher participation in partnership professional development relative to the criteria for 
partnership implementation established at the outset of the study. Finally, we take a closer 
look at the variation in professional development participation within and among the 
partnership schools.  

Being assigned to form a partnership increased the amount of writing professional 
development that teachers received. 

At baseline, there was no statistically significant difference between the amount of writing 
professional development that partnership and delayed partnership teachers reported 
receiving. In contrast, during each of the 3 years of partnership implementation, teachers in 
partnership schools participated in an average of 5 to 8 more hours of writing professional 
development per year than their counterparts in delayed partnership schools, who (as 
described in the preceding chapter) provided a “business as usual” control group for the 
study. ELA teachers in partnership schools reported participating in an average of 12 to 
18 more hours per year of writing professional development than their counterparts in 
delayed partnership schools (Exhibit 3-1).  
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Exhibit 3-1 
Average Duration of Writing Professional Development for Teachers 

 
Source: Teacher surveys, 2007−08 through 2010−11. 
* p < 0.05 

 

In the next section, we restrict our analysis to look at the variation in participation in 
partnership professional development among teachers in the partnership schools. Note 
that here we are reporting on partnership-monitoring data (i.e., data provided by Local 
Writing Project site leaders on actual contact with teachers in partnership schools).  

No schools and Local Writing Project sites attained the level of partnership 
professional development anticipated in the study design, although this threshold 
was met within the ELA departments in some schools during one or more years. 

The proportion of teachers who participated in 30 or more hours of partnership 
professional development in a given year varied across and within partnership schools. 
Exhibit 3-2 shows the distribution of the percentage of teachers participating in 30 or more 
hours of partnership professional development in each year of the study.  

• Each dot represents a school and shows the percentage of teachers (all teachers or 
seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers, depending on the section of the graph) 
participating in 30 or more hours of partnership professional development in a 
given year of the study. (Note that when more than one school has the same value, 
only one dot is visible.) 
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• Each vertical line spans the entire range of average schoolwide participation rates, 
from the school with the lowest participation rate to the school with the highest 
participation rate for that category (all teachers or seventh- and eighth-grade ELA 
teachers, depending on the section of the graph).  

• Each shaded box represents the middle 50% of schools in terms of participation 
rates: the solid line at the bottom of the box shows the 25th percentile, the solid line 
inside the box shows the median, and the solid line at the top of the box shows the 
75th percentile.  

• The dashed line across the entire graph indicates the implementation criterion of 
35% of teachers receiving 30 or more hours of partnership professional 
development.  

Exhibit 3-2 shows that for all teachers, the proportion participating in 30 or more hours in 
a given year ranged from 0% to 29%. Accordingly, although no school reached the 
35% participation threshold for all teachers that was anticipated in the study design, some 
schools did approach that participation threshold in one or more years.  

Focusing more narrowly on seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers, many ELA 
departments reached a level of participation in partnership professional development that 
did meet this criterion. The proportion of teachers participating in 30 or more hours of 
partnership professional development in a given year ranged all the way from 0% to 100%, 
with a median participation rate of 50% for seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers 
receiving 30 or more hours of partnership professional development in a given year. 
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Exhibit 3-2 
Distribution of Partnership Schools by Percentage of Teachers Participating 
in 30 or More Hours of Partnership Professional Development in Each of 
3 Years 

 

 
 
Source: Partnership-monitoring reports, 2008−09 through 2010−11.  
Exhibit reads: In Year 1, the proportion of all teachers per partnership school who participated in 30 or more hours of 
partnership professional development ranged from 0% to 28%. The school in the 25th percentile had 4% of teachers 
participate in 30 or more hours, the school in the 50th percentile had 7% of teachers participate in 30 or more hours, 
and the school in the 75th percentile had 13% of teachers participate in 30 or more hours. 
Note: The median line for ELA teachers is in fact at 50% each year. Given that many schools have a small (and even) 
number of 7th/8th-grade ELA faculty (e.g., two or four 7th/8th ELA teachers), several schools are at 50% participation 
each year.  
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The depth and breadth of teacher participation in partnership professional 
development varied considerably, both across and within partnership schools.  

Looking school by school, average cumulative hours (over 3 years) of partnership 
professional development for all teachers present at the school in the study’s final year 
ranged from 4 hours per teacher at one school to 53 hours per teacher at another. The 
range was even greater when examining average cumulative hours for seventh- and eighth-
grade ELA teachers across the schools—partnership professional development for these 
teachers averaged from as few as 7 cumulative hours at one school to as many as 194 
cumulative hours at another. The partnership schools that saw higher average hours of 
participation among ELA teachers were not necessarily the same schools that saw higher 
average hours of participation among all teachers.  

Given the variation in the amount of professional development experienced both across 
and within partnership schools, the next chapter presents some outcome analyses that 
focus on those individuals who received higher amounts of professional development. 
Exhibit 3-3 shows the proportions of teachers in the categories we use in those analyses, 
which are based on the cumulative hours of partnership professional development they 
received. Looking at the individual teacher level, the vast majority of teachers in the 
schools in the final year of the study (79%) participated in 0 to 29 total cumulative hours of 
partnership professional development, whereas fewer than 1 in 10 teachers (7%) 
participated in 90 or more cumulative hours (4% received 60 to 89 cumulative hours, and 
another 10% received 30 to 59 cumulative hours). Restricting the analysis to seventh- and 
eighth-grade ELA teachers, nearly a third of these teachers (32%) participated in 90 or 
more cumulative hours, and 30% participated in 0 to 29 cumulative hours.  
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Exhibit 3-3 
Distribution of Cumulative Hours of Partnership Professional Development  
(Over 3 Years) for All Teachers and 7th/8th-Grade ELA Teachers 

 
Source: Partnership-monitoring reports, 2008−09 through 2010−11. 
Note: Only teachers working at the schools in Year 3 (2010−11) are included in this analysis. 

Content and Format of Partnership Professional 
Development 

We now turn to an examination of the content and format of the partnership professional 
development. We describe variation across and within the partnership schools, and we 
compare writing professional development in partnership schools with writing 
professional development in delayed partnership schools. 

Partnership professional development covered a wide variety of topics both across 
and within partnership schools. Writing to learn was the most frequently covered 
topic.  

Partnership professional development covered a wide array of professional development 
topics across the partnership schools and across the years within a partnership school. 
Topics ranged from digital storytelling to journaling to place-based writing to the use of 
exit slips. The variation across partnership schools and over time within a partnership 
school is consistent with the fact that partnerships are locally designed and are expected to 
evolve over time to meet teachers’ changing needs. Given the variation in content, however, 
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the extent to which the professional development content was aligned with the specific 
teacher and student outcome measures used in the study varied as well.  

Within this diversity of topics, writing to learn—writing for the purpose of learning other 
content—was the most frequent topic of professional development. Examples of writing-
to-learn activities, as described by a teacher, are “quick writes, exit slips, [and] ‘stop, think, 
and responds.’” By presenting participants with writing-to-learn strategies, Local Writing 
Project teacher-consultants encouraged teachers to incorporate writing across the content 
areas (including ELA) with the goals of expanding students’ opportunities to write and 
helping them gain clarity in their content-area thinking. In this way, teacher-consultants 
sought to give teachers “a way to see writing not as one more thing to do in the classroom 
but in service of the content they’re trying to teach.” 

Writing professional development at partnership schools more often included a 
focus on writing processes than writing professional development at delayed 
partnership schools. The specific content varied considerably across and within the 
partnership schools.  

We used the teacher survey to create a scale measuring the extent to which writing 
processes (specifically pre-writing; drafting, revising, and editing; collaborative writing; 
and the use of models to analyze and emulate) were a focus of professional development. 
Analyses of the scale show that writing professional development at partnership schools 
was more likely to focus on specific writing processes than writing professional 
development at delayed partnership schools (Exhibit 3-4). This difference is noteworthy 
because, according to the literature (Graham & Perin, 2007b), these are all elements of 
effective writing instruction for adolescents. However, while teachers in partnership 
schools reported a greater focus of professional development on writing processes, the 
magnitude of the difference was not large. Furthermore, when the items are examined 
individually, only one—“improving student skills and knowledge of planning and pre-
writing strategies”—was more frequently cited as a focus of professional development 
across the 3 implementation years, and then just for ELA teachers.  
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Exhibit 3-4 
Focus on Writing Processes, as Rated by Teachers  
Who Participated in Writing Professional Development 

Source: 2007–08, 2008–09, 2009–10 and 2010–11 teacher surveys. 
* p < 0.05 
Note: Using the teacher survey, we created a scale to measure the extent to which professional development focused 
on “writing processes.” The scale is based on four survey items that asked teachers the extent to which each of the 
following was a focus of their professional development in writing: improving student skills and knowledge of planning 
and pre-writing strategies; improving student skills in drafting, revising, and editing text; improving student ability to 
work collaboratively with their peers on writing; and improving student skills for analyzing models of good writing and 
applying insights to their own text. Response choices were: “Not a focus” [0], “Minor focus” [1], and “Major focus” [2]. 
 

Qualitative data sources revealed substantial variation in the specific content of 
partnership professional development focused on writing processes and also uncovered a 
focus on pre-writing strategies. For instance, at one school, professional development on 
writing processes focused on pre-writing strategies such as using inquiry circles and 
notebooks to generate topics all 3 years. Similarly, in another school, the assistant principal 
noted: “There were lots of strategies done in classrooms that look at how do you pre-write 
and then drafting, but we never got past the drafting to the editing and revising.” In 
contrast, participants in a third school wrote, shared, revised, and published their own 
writing the first year; developed units integrating writing processes the second year; and 
worked on revision strategies during the third year.  
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Across the partnership schools, the format of the professional development often 
involved teachers engaging in writing and experiencing specific instructional 
strategies and activities before implementing them in their classrooms.  

Consistent with what is known about high-quality professional development (e.g., 
Desimone, 2009), partnership professional development typically came together at the 
intersection of content and pedagogy. For example, teachers learned about both content 
and pedagogy by engaging in writing themselves. This was especially true for ELA teachers. 
Nearly half of partnership ELA teachers and about a quarter of all partnership teachers 
who participated in writing professional development reported writing during professional 
development in each of the final 2 years of the study (Exhibit 3-5). This percentage is 
significantly higher than that of teachers in delayed partnership schools reporting writing 
during professional development. 

Exhibit 3-5  
Percentage of Teachers, among Those Participating in Writing Professional 
Development, Who Reported That Writing Text Themselves 
Was a Component of Writing Professional Development  

 
Source: 2009−10 and 2010−11 teacher surveys. 
* p < 0.05 
Note: The percentage for partnership schools is lower than we would expect based on qualitative data on the nature 
of partnership professional development. Interviews suggest at least some amount of writing (short reflections, exit 
tickets, or other writing-to-learn activities) was part of the norm at most partnership professional development events. 
It may be that, in responding to this survey question, some teachers interpreted writing “text” as working on a longer 
or more polished product. 
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Many Local Writing Project site leaders viewed engaging teachers as writers as critical to 
teachers’ professional growth. From site leaders’ perspective, the two main goals of 
engaging teachers in writing were to help teachers better understand what writing is like 
for their students and to develop teachers’ understanding of writing and the writing 
process. As a teacher-consultant explained, “We focused on ‘teacher as writer’ in order to 
allow the participants to experience the writing process and writing ‘on demand’ in ways 
that their students do.” With the goal of better understanding the process their students 
experienced, teachers created anthologies, explored journaling, wrote autobiographies, 
crafted “This I believe” essays, participated in “free writes,” and responded to prompts. 

A portion of this writing also focused on teachers’ learning about writing and revising their 
work with other teachers in writing professional development. The percentages of teachers 
who reported that these activities were a “major focus” of professional development were 
equivalent at baseline but then differed significantly between partnership and delayed 
partnership schools in subsequent years (Exhibit 3-6). Just under a third of partnership 
ELA teachers and from 18% to 27% of all partnership teachers reported that writing and 
revising their work with other teachers was a major focus of professional development in 
each year of the study. In contrast, 9% to 13% of all teachers and 12% to 16% of ELA 
teachers in delayed partnership schools reported that these activities were a major focus of 
their writing professional development.  
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Exhibit 3-6 
Percentage of Teachers, among Those Participating in Writing Professional 
Development, Who Reported That Writing Themselves and Revising Their 
Own Work with Other Teachers Was a Major Focus of Writing Professional 
Development  

 
Source: 2008–09, 2009−10, and 2010−11 teacher surveys. 
* p < 0.05 
 

Another common practice in partnership professional development was to engage teachers 
in writing activities that they could then use with their students. Teacher-consultants took 
teachers through the process of trying out and reflecting on new strategies and activities 
with the goal of deepening teachers’ understandings of the strategies and activities and 
how best to implement them in their own classrooms. After being introduced to a new 
strategy or activity, teachers practiced it during professional development and discussed 
their experiences with other professional development participants. Then, in some 
partnership schools, teachers tried the strategies or activities in their classrooms, with the 
goal of being able to share reflections about implementing the new practices at the next 
professional development event. A teacher described how going through the reflections 
made them “stop and think about how the student is perceiving the lesson and how they 
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feel about what they’re having to do.” In one instance of this type of practice, teachers read, 
analyzed, and discussed a short story. Then they each wrote a narrative draft related to the 
theme of the story. The writing was followed by peer response and revision focused on 
effective elements from the mentor text (the short story). Finally, participants were asked 
the following reflection questions: “How did this process support the use of reading 
relevant text for improving writing? How will you implement this in your classroom? What 
other texts can you think of that can be used with this process?” These questions were 
designed to bridge trying the lesson in professional development and implementing it in 
the classroom.  

Among participants in writing professional development, classroom implementation was a 
topic of discussion for teachers in partnership schools more often than for teachers in 
delayed partnership schools (Exhibit 3-7). During the last 2 years of the study, almost half 
of ELA teachers and approximately one-third of all teachers who participated in writing 
professional development at partnership schools reported discussing classroom 
implementation with the professional developer. Teacher participants also reported 
discussing classroom implementation in formal meetings with other professional 
development participants. In this case, a majority of ELA teachers and more than a third of 
all teachers in partnership schools reported taking part in these conversations. These 
percentages are markedly higher than those of teachers in delayed partnership schools. 
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Exhibit 3-7 
Percentage of Teachers, among Those Participating in Writing Professional 
Development, Who Reported That Discussing Classroom Implementation  
Was a Component of Writing Professional Development  

 
Source: 2009−10 and 2010−11 teacher surveys. 
* p < 0.05 
Note: This survey question was not asked in the baseline year or in Year 1. 
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Understanding the Varied Breadth and Depth of 
Participation and Content of Professional 
Development 

Variation in participation and content appears to result from a combination of the national 
policy context, efforts to adapt professional development to school contexts and teacher 
needs, schools’ baseline practices, and Local Writing Projects’ experience and capacity. 

The broader accountability and policy context—particularly whether and how states 
assess student writing in the middle grades—influenced the priority some schools 
placed on participation in partnership professional development.  

What influences teachers’ decisions about how often to teach writing and what strategies 
and activities to use in their instruction? Applebee and Langer’s 2011 study of secondary 
writing instruction across the United States suggests that state achievement tests are a 
driving force in shaping curriculum and instruction. An earlier study (Applebee & Langer, 
2006) found that teachers’ writing assignments were often aligned with the type of writing 
assessed. To determine the extent to which writing was a focus of state assessments, we 
examined the state testing systems in the 12 states in which the original 20 partnership 
schools were located. We reasoned that if one state tested student writing skill solely 
through multiple-choice questions and another state required students to craft more 
extended essays or narratives, students in the second state might be more likely to be 
assigned longer pieces of writing in class and writing professional development at schools 
in that state might be more of a priority.  

We found that students in all 12 of these states (i.e., in all 20 partnership schools) were 
expected to produce at least some extended (e.g., essay-length) writing on at least one state 
test between the beginning of seventh grade and the end of eighth grade. However, only 
three of these states—in which five partnership schools were located—included extended 
writing on the high-stakes ELA tests that determine whether a school has made its 
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) targets. (AYP is a key school-level accountability measure 
under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.) In the remaining states, students were 
expected to produce extended writing on separate writing-specific tests, typically with far 
fewer implications for school-level accountability.  
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Accountability for student writing in content areas other than ELA (e.g., social studies, 
science, math) also varied across the 12 states. Students at the majority of partnership 
schools—14, in 8 states—were expected to produce at least some writing of a paragraph or 
longer on non-ELA state tests sometime in seventh or eighth grade. However, a closer look 
at the policy contexts in these states suggests that on many non-ELA tests, writing has not 
been an important area of focus, with certain states going so far as to explicitly discount 
attention to the quality of writing on these tests. In one state, containing three partnership 
schools, new state tests were released in several subjects during the study, accompanied by 
an explanatory document from the state department of education noting that “… essay 
questions have been eliminated on [state] reading, math and science tests. This change 
allows students to show they are able to solve the problems, while not being scored on 
their writing ability on the math, reading and science tests” (Washington Office of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 2012). Furthermore, we found that the emphasis on 
writing on some state tests (ELA and other subjects) diminished during the life of the study 
because of logistical or financial constraints. Between the beginning and end of the data 
collection period, at least 3 of the 12 states containing partnership schools reduced the 
amount of writing on one or more state assessments for middle-school students explicitly 
because of budget pressure, citing the high costs involved in scoring student writing.  

Looking at the partnership schools in states where accountability pressures were higher 
for student writing versus those with extended writing only on lower-stakes assessments, 
we found numerous examples of accountability pressures influencing writing professional 
development. In multiple partnership schools where writing played a substantive role on 
the state’s high-stakes exams (in ELA and/or other subjects), interviews suggest that the 
need to improve student writing on state assessments was at least partially responsible for 
driving the focus of the professional development and motivating teachers to participate. In 
one such partnership, the principal attributed the school’s improved test scores to the 
partnership work and supported the partnership as a result. Conversely, in several 
partnership schools where AYP scores were based on student performance on multiple-
choice state tests, interviewees reported that it could be difficult to get the attention of 
school leaders for planning purposes and to motivate teachers to participate in partnership 
professional development. Moreover, in one school located in a state that piloted extended 
student writing in content-area assessments during the study, these new assessments led 
to an initial increase in partnership professional development participation by teachers 
across the content areas. However, the following year, when teachers realized that the new 
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content-area tests that included writing would not make it beyond a pilot stage and would 
not count toward AYP, engagement in partnership professional development waned.  

Not every partnership was influenced so directly by accountability policies. In fact, the 
experiences of some other partnership schools in this study illustrate the complexity of the 
relationship between how a state assesses student writing in the middle grades and how 
schools in that state engage with writing professional development. For example, in two 
partnership schools where the state tests that contributed to school AYP scores required 
full essays, teachers and administrators did not prioritize partnership professional 
development in part because their schools were meeting AYP targets and were not facing 
sanctions. Additionally, there were several instances in which a school and a Local Writing 
Project site entered with different initial perspectives about the role that partnership 
professional development might play in preparing students for state tests. In one 
partnership, for example, school leaders were eager to use the professional development to 
better prepare students for state tests, but the site—based on its own norms and 
expertise—delivered professional development that focused on other areas. School leaders 
attributed teachers’ lack of interest in the professional development to this lack of 
alignment. In another partnership in a state with lower-stakes writing assessments, the site 
was successful in working with school administrators to broaden the school’s definition of 
“literacy”—a key area of focus in the school improvement plan—to include writing. This 
broadened definition positioned partnership professional development to align far more 
closely with the school’s central goals.  

Variation in the content of partnership professional development stems from the 
specific nature of site expertise, and from efforts to engage broad groups of teachers, 
offer experiences that deepen over time, and respond to different school contexts.  

Partnership development requires strategies to reach a broad group of teachers with 
varied interests, to stage the professional development over time, and to leverage the 
school context. Some Local Writing Project sites offered a range of options for engaging 
staff in professional development (e.g., providing multiple points of entry for teachers with 
different levels of experience and interest, as well as for teachers from different content 
areas), leading to highly varied content both across and within some partnership schools. 
In many of these cases, the Local Writing Project sites’ approach was designed to allow the 
content of the work to deepen over time as the partners established relationships and the 
teachers’ and schools’ needs evolved. Likewise, responding to the school context led some 
Local Writing Project sites to work with individual teachers; thus, the professional 
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development they provided within a single partnership school was diverse in content. At 
the same time, some Local Writing Project sites brought specific expertise that teacher-
consultants worked to integrate into the partnership plans. For example, some sites sought 
to share their expertise with digital storytelling, while others focused on journaling, place-
based writing, or social justice themes. 

One partnership illustrates how professional development can come to include varied 
content. In this case, the Local Writing Project site brought an approach to partnership 
development that they used in their work in other partnerships and a belief in the 
“workshop model,” the importance of reflective practice, and engaging students in writing. 
Within this general approach to partnership development, the teacher-consultants worked 
to address participating teachers’ and school and district administrators’ more specific 
needs and goals. The professional developers maintained formal and informal feedback 
loops with the teachers to ascertain topics of interest. In addition to these feedback 
mechanisms, the teacher-consultants’ choice of topics was informed by their own 
observations. As a teacher-consultant explained, “At the same time I was giving them what 
they wanted, I was giving them something they didn’t know that they wanted because I 
knew they were struggling with Writers’ Workshop.” Thus, a variety of topics were covered 
in professional development in this partnership because the Local Writing Project site 
leaders combined their initial ideas about partnership professional development with ideas 
generated through teachers’ and administrators’ input and their own observations of 
teachers’ practice. 

Consistent with the National Writing Project’s emphasis on basing professional 
development on teachers’ needs and experiences, teachers’ baseline practices also are 
likely to influence the nature and content of partnership professional development. 

At baseline, the frequency of writing instruction was limited and practices varied 
greatly, contributing to the nature and variety of content covered in professional 
development.  

Most of the partnership schools created their own ELA curricula based on state standards 
and provided teachers with flexibility to modify and supplement them, resulting in 
substantial variation in the time spent on writing instruction and the strategies teachers 
used. Because the Local Writing Project sites designed the professional development based 
on schools’ and teachers’ contexts and needs, the differing baseline practices necessitated a 
broad range of professional development foci. In other words, the differing baseline 
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practices contributed to the broad range of professional development foci across and 
within schools. 

Time spent on writing instruction. Perhaps because of a policy environment that did not 
emphasize writing in school accountability systems, educators in the partnership schools 
placed little emphasis on writing instruction. On the baseline teacher instructional log 
(2007–08), seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers reported that improving student 
writing skills was a “major goal” on just over half of all instructional days (53%). Although 
interviewed teachers espoused the importance of writing instruction, they reported 
struggling to determine how much time to focus on writing, given all the other standards 
and content they had to cover in a year. For example, when asked how much time she spent 
on writing instruction, a teacher emphasized her struggle by saying, “That’s the $64,000 
question, isn’t it?” Teachers approached this time challenge differently. For example, at one 
school, the seventh-grade teacher set aside discrete periods of time for writing  
(e.g., a 9-week section on essay writing that ended with a book report) while the eighth-
grade teacher integrated writing across all of the ELA strands she covered.  

The baseline teacher survey (2007–08) asked teachers about the frequency with which 
students engaged in each of four specific writing processes: pre-writing activities, 
composing text, revising text, and editing text. Responses indicated that less than half of 
ELA teachers (46%) in partnership schools had students engage in at least three of the four 
components of the writing process at least weekly, while more than a quarter (27%) of ELA 
teachers reported that their students engaged in no components of the writing process on 
at least a weekly basis. Across all classrooms, data indicated much more limited writing 
instruction: 60% of all teachers reported that their students engaged in no component of 
the writing process on at least a weekly basis. About a quarter of all teachers had students 
write for the purpose of describing a thing, place, process, or procedure (e.g., essay or lab 
report) or of explaining or analyzing a concept, process, or relationship (24% and 28%, 
respectively). Interviewed teachers reported that many non-ELA teachers did not see 
writing instruction as their responsibility or they lacked time given competing curricular 
expectations. A social studies teacher at one partnership school described how the ELA 
teachers focus on preparing students for writing standards and social studies teachers “are 
teaching for content” and “don’t want to be bogged down by mechanics, conventions, 
spelling. We would like kids to come to us already taught and able. We don’t have time to 
teach [writing skills].” Several non-ELA teachers also reported not having the necessary 
knowledge or capacity to incorporate writing strategies. The time spent on writing in non-
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ELA classrooms tended to be idiosyncratic to the teachers and their individual comfort 
levels with writing. When they did assign writing, non-ELA teachers tended to assess 
content and did not spend time on teaching students how to write.  

Focus of writing instruction. At the start of the study, few partnership schools had 
schoolwide approaches to writing instruction, and teachers varied greatly in their focus on 
teaching writing and the strategies they used. As a result, there was a range of baseline 
strategies both across and within partnership schools.  

Across schools, approaches to writing instruction spanned a continuum based on the level 
of input from the district or school. The spectrum had, at one end, a district that mandated 
strict guidelines for the type and number of writing assignments and, at the other end, a 
district that let teachers create their own curricula based on the state standards with little 
to no input from the district or school. In the middle were districts or schools that provided 
curricular or pacing guides but afforded teachers significant flexibility to modify them. In 
the highly specified case, the district required all teachers to use a district-developed ELA 
curriculum based on Understanding by Design and mandated that they learn specific 
teaching strategies, including POWER writing, and assign two papers of two to three pages 
per month.16 Non-ELA teachers had to assign one- to two-page papers each month, assign 
writing to learn a minimum of three times per week, and assign a mini-research product in 
each class once per quarter. Finally, all teachers were required to contribute to student 
writing portfolios that followed students each year. In the least-specified case, the school 
allowed teachers to choose what, when, and how they covered material as long as they 
taught the state standards. In cases such as this, there was no consistent foundation on 
which Local Writing Project sites could build professional development. 

In the majority of partnership schools, which allowed teachers flexibility with the 
curriculum, there was great variation among teacher practices. Some of this variation 
stemmed from the differing standards across grade levels and content areas and, 
correspondingly, what was expected for the state assessment. But few schools espoused a 
set of strategies or best practices that teachers might use regardless of content. When 
schoolwide practices were in place, they tended to be short, quick-write activities like 
starting all classes with a sentence that students had to correct for grammar, usage, and 

                                                         
16  Understanding by Design is a framework for supporting curriculum development using an approach called 

“backward mapping” in which desired outcomes are identified and units, lessons, and assessments are designed with 
those end goals in mind. POWER writing involves Pre-writing, Organizing, Writing a rough draft, Evaluating, Revising 
and rewriting. 
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mechanics. Several schools encouraged the use of the 6+1 Trait Writing Model or had 
trained teachers on it in the past, but teachers used it to varying degrees and with different 
levels of competence.17  

Without common practices, teachers within schools approached writing in different ways. 
For example, within one school, the seventh-grade teacher used a “process approach,” 
which focused on the processes of planning, writing, and revising drafts of text, while the 
eighth-grade teacher used the Collins Writing Program, which is a prescriptive model for 
writing across the curriculum that uses “Five Types of Writing” assignments (capture ideas, 
respond correctly, edit, peer edit, and publish).18 At another school, a gifted-and-talented 
program teacher focused writing instruction on building higher-order thinking skills 
through revision for meaning and critical-thinking activities, while the seventh-grade 
teacher viewed the writing process as learning parts of speech, grammar, and mechanics.  

The range of practices at baseline also reflects teachers’ varying levels of skill in teaching 
writing. A teacher at one school described the lack of strong writing instruction: “We have 
the kids write and tell them how to fix things, but we don’t teach them proper transition 
words or ways to develop ideas.” Limited confidence or experience in teaching writing was 
particularly apparent among non-ELA teachers. Even though there were a few examples of 
cross-curricular writing instruction or projects in which ELA teachers could help non-ELA 
teachers, writing assignments in science and social studies tended to be activities such as 
lab reports and document-based questions, respectively. Writing was less frequent in math 
classes and seldom moved beyond students’ explaining in writing how they arrived at their 
answers. Rarely did non-ELA teachers engage in the act of teaching students how to write 
in a particular discipline. Teachers’ limited experience with teaching writing may have 
shaped the content of professional development—for example, leading to a focus on 
strategies designed to increase students’ experience with writing (e.g., writing-to-learn 
strategies in the content areas) that do not depend on deep knowledge of writing 
instruction or highly skilled teaching. 

                                                         
17  The 6+1 Trait Writing Model establishes a common language for the attributes of writing; the seven traits include 

ideas, organization, voice, word choice, sentence fluency, conventions, and presentation. 
18  The Collins Writing Program seeks to integrate the teaching of writing skills and thinking skills in a way that 

supports writing in all subject areas. 
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Partnership formation requires substantial expertise, and many Local Writing 
Project sites participating in the study had limited prior experience with school 
partnerships. 

Partnership work requires Local Writing Project sites and schools to engage with each 
other to plan and implement professional development. To engage in partnership work, the 
organizations need certain capacities. Capacity means knowing what to do (e.g., involving a 
broad range of stakeholders in planning), knowing how to do it (e.g., securing support from 
leaders with positional authority and creating a planning committee), and being able to do 
it (e.g., having a teacher-consultant available and able to facilitate meetings). Partnership 
capacities include the ability to diagnose school context and teacher needs, develop a plan, 
communicate effectively, design professional development, build support, develop leaders, 
and learn from the work to grow and improve. The absence of one or more of these 
capacities appeared to undermine the design and/or delivery of partnership professional 
development. 

Across the study partnership schools, we found that Local Writing Project sites’ knowledge 
of school context and experience working with schools as organizations facilitated 
partnership planning and implementation. Local Writing Project leaders and teacher-
consultants who drew on their knowledge of the school structure and relationships, 
curriculum, accountability requirements, and other state and district policies, as well as on 
observations and interactions with school leaders and teachers, were able to design highly 
relevant partnership professional development (thereby increasing participation). For 
example, one Local Writing Project site initially had to work with a school leader assigned 
to plan the partnership work who did not want to involve teachers in the process. Seeking 
direct contact with teachers to identify their needs, interests, and concerns, the teacher-
consultants and site director were able to work around the school leader to establish a 
broader planning committee that involved teachers. In so doing, they were able to design 
professional development that teachers valued and build support for the partnership. 

Also exemplifying the importance of knowing schools as organizations and diagnosing 
school context, some Local Writing Project sites were able to successfully leverage external 
accountability pressures. As discussed earlier in this chapter, external accountability 
pressure and state testing systems served either to reinforce partnership goals and 
motivate teachers to participate or to shift the focus away from writing professional 
development. The implications of the accountability system for partnership development 
depended on the nature of the state testing system (i.e., how well it aligned with the 
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professional development offered by the Local Writing Project site) and the Local Writing 
Project site’s ability to incorporate writing professional development in the schools’ goals. 
Likewise, when pressures were greater in subjects other than writing, heightened 
accountability sometimes limited partnership work by reducing interest in participation. In 
these cases, the Local Writing Project sites were able to use their knowledge of the schools 
to make the partnership professional development relevant to school goals. For example, in 
one partnership in which accountability pressures in writing performance were not a 
driving factor, the Local Writing Project site leader and teacher-consultants worked to 
revamp the ELA curriculum with a focus on standards-based instruction, which was a 
school initiative. 

Local Writing Project sites’ understanding of schools as organizations stemmed from 
several sources. A few Local Writing Project sites developed strategies for operating in 
schools through prior partnership work. In other sites, the site director had experience 
working with schools through teacher preparation programs. In still other sites, those 
teacher-consultants assigned to lead the partnership brought the expertise with them from 
other roles (e.g., teacher-consultants who were practicing teachers).  

Conclusion 

Although no schools and Local Writing Project sites attained the level of partnership 
professional development anticipated in the study design, being assigned to form a 
partnership did increase the amount of writing professional development that teachers 
received. Aggregate differences in teacher participation rates, however, mask substantial 
variation in the depth and breadth of teacher participation in partnership professional 
development both across and within partnership schools.  

Partnership professional development covered a wide variety of topics. Across the 
partnership schools, writing to learn was the most frequently covered topic, and the format 
of the professional development most often involved engaging teachers in writing and in 
experiencing specific instructional strategies and activities before implementing them in 
their classrooms. Given the variation, the extent to which the professional development 
content was aligned with the specific teacher and student outcome measures used in the 
study varied as well. 
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Variation in participation and content appears to result from a combination of the national 
policy context, efforts to adapt professional development to school contexts and teacher 
needs, schools’ baseline practices, and Local Writing Projects’ experience and expertise. 
More specifically, the broader accountability and policy context—particularly whether and 
how states assess student writing in the middle grades—influenced the priority some 
schools placed on participation in partnership professional development. At the same time, 
efforts to engage a broad group of teachers, offer experiences that deepen over time, and 
respond to different school contexts all appeared to contribute to variation in the content 
covered in partnership professional development. A look at baseline writing practices at 
the partnership schools reveals that the frequency of writing instruction was limited and 
practices varied greatly, influencing the content and format of the professional 
development. Finally, many Local Writing Project sites participating in the study had 
limited prior experience with school partnerships to draw on in planning and 
implementing partnership professional development.  
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Chapter 4. Teacher and Student 
Outcomes 

As our conceptual framework shows, the ultimate goal of partnership professional 
development is to improve student writing ability (see Exhibit 1-1). Presumably, teacher 
professional development cannot by itself alter student writing outcomes; professional 
development can influence teacher outcomes (specifically teacher knowledge and 
instructional practices), which in turn can influence student outcomes (in this case, student 
writing). Therefore, the outcome analyses presented in this chapter focus on the causal 
theory that is core to the conceptual framework, namely the idea that professional 
development (the intervention) could lead to changes in teacher outcomes (the proximal 
outcome), which could lead to improved student outcomes (the ultimate outcome) 
(Exhibit 4-1). 

 

Exhibit 4-1 
The Basic Causal Theory 

 

 

This chapter begins with an overview of the teacher and student outcome measures. Next, 
we present the results of an intent-to-treat analysis of the impact of the intervention (as 
implemented by schools that were assigned to form partnerships) on teacher and student 
outcomes. However, given that the intervention was not implemented at a level that met 
the study’s definition of “partnership,” it is insufficient to look solely at the impact of being 
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randomly assigned to form a partnership on teacher practices and student learning. In this 
context, the more useful analyses for exploring the question of whether partnerships might 
show promise for affecting teacher and student outcomes focus on testing the steps in the 
theory of how partnerships could affect student outcomes. Our analyses test the theory in 
three stages, represented by the following questions: 

1. What is the impact of schools being randomly assigned to form a partnership on 
teacher practices and student outcomes? 

2. What is the relationship between participation in partnership writing professional 
development and changes in teacher practices?  

3. What is the relationship between teacher practices and student writing?  

Combining findings from the latter two questions can provide evidence for the soundness 
of the larger theory of change. Finally, we present qualitative findings from interviews to 
put the quantitative findings in context.  

Outcome Measures 

At the inception of the study, we developed multiple outcome measures based on an 
understanding of the ways in which the intervention might be locally adapted while 
upholding the National Writing Project’s core principles. For teacher outcomes, we 
constructed a broad but parsimonious list of measures to assess teacher perceptions and 
practices based on relevant literature and our knowledge of the National Writing Project. 
We used teacher surveys, teacher logs, and teacher assignments to measure these 
outcomes. For student outcomes, we measured student writing in response to on-demand 
writing prompts and to naturally occurring writing assignments. Here we present the 
outcome measures included in the evaluation and discuss the rationale for including them. 
We describe the teacher outcome measures, followed by the student outcome measures. 

Teachers’ perceived influence of professional development  

The ability of professional development to change teacher practices is shaped by teachers’ 
existing practices and perceptions, which are themselves shaped by instructional context 
and prior experiences. One indicator of teachers’ receptivity to professional development 
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and their perceptions of its quality is the extent to which teachers report that professional 
development influences their practices. We therefore measured teachers’ perceptions 
about the influences of professional development on practices, based on teacher surveys.  

Teachers’ instructional practices 

Teachers’ instructional practices are mediating factors through which partnership 
professional development may affect student writing. We hypothesize that outcomes 
related to content that is covered with higher frequency in the professional development 
are more likely to change than outcomes related to less frequently covered content. Thus, 
in the body of this report, we use teacher reports on the surveys and instructional logs and 
coding of teacher assignments to examine outcomes that were covered with higher 
frequency: the frequency and length of student writing, writing to learn, and writing 
processes. We also conducted analyses of other teacher outcome measures included on our 
instruments (e.g., teacher reports on the range of genres in which they provided 
instruction; and the quality of teacher assignment in terms of clarity of goals and the extent 
to which students were expected to construct new knowledge). Because the professional 
development did not focus on these topics, we present the results of these analyses in 
Appendix C.19  

Frequency and length of student writing. More practice and extended writing, coupled 
with effective instruction and motivation, are essential to improved student writing. We 
measured frequency of student writing through teacher logs of seventh- and eighth-grade 
English language arts teachers for all 3 implementation years and the length of student 
writing on the teacher survey in the third year of partnership implementation. 

Writing to learn. “Writing to learn” describes a broad range of instructional activities that 
share a common goal: students will use writing as a tool for learning. As described in 
Chapter 2, partnership professional development focused on writing to learn more 
frequently than on other areas. We therefore hypothesized that being assigned to form a 
partnership would have an impact on writing to learn. We surveyed teachers on student 
engagement in writing-to-learn activities in the third year of implementation and created a 
scale to summarize the frequency of writing-to-learn activities.  

                                                         
19  We do not present these findings in the main report because, based on the content of partnership professional 

development, there is no reason to think that partnerships would affect these instructional practices. 
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Writing processes. The National Writing Project is often associated with the idea that 
writing instruction should incorporate a range of processes that are often part of authentic 
writing (Lieberman & Wood, 2003). Survey data confirmed that writing professional 
development was more likely to focus on writing processes in partnership schools than in 
delayed partnership schools. Additionally, by engaging teachers as writers, another 
common focus of partnership professional development, many teachers in partnership 
schools experienced various writing processes themselves. As a result, we hypothesized 
that partnerships might increase the frequency with which teachers had students use 
writing processes. Note that our quantitative instruments did not attempt to address the 
more nuanced questions of how writing processes were used in the classroom or the 
quality of instruction around writing processes.  

We measured the extent to which several writing processes—including pre-writing, use of 
models of writing, composing, collaborating with peers, revising, and editing—were 
incorporated into instruction. We created two scales from the survey, one on the frequency 
with which students were engaged in writing processes in class and the other on the 
frequency with which teachers taught writing processes. We also analyzed individual items 
from the logs where seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers reported student engagement 
in writing processes and where teachers reported focus on improving skills in writing 
processes. Appendix B provides descriptive information on these scales, including the 
specific items that make up each scale and their reliability Finally, we coded teacher 
assignments for the range of writing processes required. 

Student writing in response to on-demand writing prompts 

Having students respond to a common set of writing prompts during a timed test period is 
a widely used method for the direct assessment of writing; prompts are intended to “set 
the stage” for student writing. Ideally, prompts provide students with information about 
the topic, the purpose for writing, the audience, and the form of writing they are to produce 
(Calfee & Miller, 2007). The SRI team selected four matched pairs of prompts—one for fall 
and one for spring—from the National Writing Project library of writing prompts to 
measure student writing performance.20 Each pair of prompts is of comparable length 

                                                         
20 The National Writing Project prompt library includes prompts from across English-speaking countries, including 

released items from state and district assessments. Prompts were customized for the evaluation to remove 
references to locality and time of year. 
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(50 to 80 words) and has the same target audience and form, but differs from one another 
by topic and specific purpose. Teachers administered National Writing Project writing 
prompts to students in each target classroom at the beginning and end of each data 
collection year. The four prompt pairs were randomly distributed across students within 
each classroom.  

In scoring writing samples, we used a process and analytic rubrics developed by the 
National Writing Project with proven reliability (Buchanan et al., 2006; Swain & LeMahieu, 
2012). In addition to a holistic measure of writing quality, trained scorers applied those 
rubrics to score students’ responses to writing prompts in regard to six dimensions: 
content, structure, stance, sentence fluency, diction, and conventions. 

Student writing in response to naturally occurring writing 
assignments 

Capturing data on naturally occurring student writing broadens the measurement of 
students’ writing skills by indicating the extent to which students use best writing practices 
in their work. The students’ written work was scored by using methods and rubrics that 
have been employed in the Chicago Public Schools (Sisserson, Manning, Knepler, & Jolliffe, 
2002a, 2002b), in an earlier National Writing Project evaluation (Fancsali & Silverstein, 
2002), and in SRI’s evaluation of schools supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
(Mitchell et al., 2005). The analysis examines a holistic measure of writing quality and two 
additional measures: construction of knowledge and development of expository writing. 
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Experimental Analysis: The Impact of Being 
Randomly Assigned to Form Partnerships 

This study set out to estimate the impact of partnerships on student writing by using a 
randomized controlled trial. Through an intent-to-treat analysis, an RCT provides an 
unbiased estimate of the impact of being randomly assigned to a treatment versus control 
(or other experimental) group. The intent-to-treat analysis does not take into consideration 
that schools assigned to the intervention may not fully implement it. In the case where 
participants experience the conditions they were assigned with high fidelity, an RCT also 
provides an unbiased estimate of the effectiveness of the intervention. However, in the 
current study, the intervention was not implemented at a level that met the study’s 
definition of a school partnership, so the RCT cannot estimate the effectiveness of 
partnerships. This analysis instead addresses the question: “What is the impact of schools 
being randomly assigned to form a partnership on teacher practices and student 
outcomes?”  

The intent-to-treat analysis was conducted with all teachers and ELA teachers in 
partnership and delayed partnership schools and their sampled students separately for 
each of the 3 implementation years (where applicable), as well as the baseline year (to 
establish baseline equivalence between partnership and delayed partnership schools).21 
The intent-to-treat analysis, as well as the correlational outcomes analyses presented later, 
draw on the full sample of paired partnership and delayed partnership schools 
participating each year (39 schools for baseline through year 2 and 35 schools for year 3). 

Teachers’ perceptions and practices 

To examine the impact of being assigned to form partnerships, we examined teachers’ self-
reports (on the teacher survey) of the influence of writing professional development on 
their writing instruction and measures of teachers’ instructional practice (drawing on the 
teacher self-reports from the teacher survey and teacher log, and researcher coding of 
teacher assignments).   

                                                         
21  To explore the extent to which teacher turnover was influencing the average effects, we ran the same set of analyses 

on the subset of teachers in partnership and delayed partnership schools who remained in the study for all 4 years 
and the results (presented in Appendix C) were comparable to what we report here for all teachers. 
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Assignment of schools to form partnerships had an impact on teachers’ perceptions 
of the influence of professional development on their writing instruction.22  

The annual teacher survey asked teachers who provided writing instruction to indicate the 
extent to which professional development activities during the current year influenced the 
writing instruction they provided to their students on a 1 (“Not at all”) to 7 (“A great deal”) 
scale. All teachers in the second and third years of implementation and ELA teachers across 
all 3 years of implementation in partnership schools were more likely than their 
counterparts in delayed partnership schools to report that professional development 
influenced their writing instruction. Exhibit 4-2 presents the model-adjusted average 
values for partnership and delayed partnership schools on the measure.23 

Exhibit 4-2  
Extent to Which Professional Development Influences Writing Instruction  
(Model-Adjusted Means) 

 
Source: 2007−08, 2008−09, 2009–10, and 2010−11 teacher surveys. 
* p < 0.05. 

                                                         
22  Unless otherwise noted, all impacts, correlations, and differences presented in the text are statistically significant at 

the 0.05 level. 
23  “Model-adjusted average values” refers to the averagevalues after adjusting for differences between partnership and 

delayed partnership schools in the baseline-year measure. The details of the analytic models are presented in 
Appendix A. 
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Assignment of schools to form partnerships had a positive impact on the frequency 
and length of student writing.  

The teacher log asked seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers to report every day (over 
the course of a week) on whether a target student was engaged in a writing-related activity 
and the length of the writing assignment that the student planned, composed, edited, or 
revised that day. In the third year of the partnership implementation, the survey also asked 
teachers to describe the length of student writing in a typical week. The answers ranged 
from “1–2 words or phrases” to “multiple connected paragraphs.” We created a 
dichotomous (two-category) variable distinguishing at least one or two one-paragraph 
responses/compositions from those with shorter lengths for the analysis. 

Log results show that across all 3 years of intervention, seventh- and eighth-grade ELA 
teachers in partnership schools were more likely than their counterparts in delayed 
partnership schools to report that students were engaged in a writing-related activity 
(Exhibit 4-3).  

Exhibit 4-3 
Student Engagement in Any Writing-Related Activity in Seventh- and  
Eighth-Grade ELA Teachers Classrooms (Model-Adjusted Percentages) 

 
Source: 2007−08, 2008−09, 2009–10, and 2010−11 teacher logs. 
* p < 0.05. 
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Survey results show that, in the third year of implementation, compared with teachers in 
delayed partnership schools, partnership teachers in general were 1.5 times as likely to 
report that students wrote at least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions 
versus less extended writing in a typical week. However, no significant differences were 
found when ELA teachers in partnership schools were compared with ELA teachers in 
delayed partnership schools. 

The analysis yielded no significant difference between schools assigned to form 
partnerships and schools assigned to delay partnership formation in the extent to 
which teachers reported that students engaged in writing-to-learn activities.  

We created a scale based on a survey item from the third year of implementation that 
asked teachers how frequently—from 0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”)—students engaged in a 
series of writing-to-learn activities. Survey results did not identify statistically significant 
differences between partnership and delayed partnership teachers in reporting student 
engagement in these activities. 

Random assignment to form partnerships had an impact on collaborative writing in 
seventh- and eighth-grade ELA classes. However, the analysis yielded no significant 
difference between schools assigned to form partnerships and schools assigned to 
delay partnership formation on other writing process measures.  

The teacher log asked teachers to report every day (over the course of a week) on whether 
the student helped produce a group writing product or gave or received help or feedback 
from other students on individual writing tasks; and whether the student spent  time that 
day engaged in brainstorming, composing text, revising text, or editing text. These 
questions were structured to be analyzed individually rather than as part of a broader 
scale. 

Log results reflecting individual components of the writing process show that seventh- and 
eighth-grade ELA teachers in the third year of implementation in partnership schools were 
more likely than their counterparts in delayed partnership schools to report that students 
worked collaboratively on a writing assignment, either helping to produce a group writing 
product or giving or receiving help or feedback on individual writing tasks. In the first year 
of the intervention, seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers in partnership schools were 
also more likely than their counterparts in delayed partnership schools to report that 
students were engaged in composing text. However, this estimated effect was not evident 
in the second and third years of implementation and therefore did not provide sufficient 
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evidence of the impact of random assignment to partnerships. Comparisons between 
partnership and delayed partnership schools found no difference in seventh- and eighth-
grade ELA teachers’ reports of the use of other writing processes (collaborative writing, 
receiving feedback brainstorming, revising text, and editing text) in instruction.  

Using the teacher survey, we created a scale to describe student engagement in writing 
processes during class: brainstorming, composing, revising, editing, receiving individual 
feedback from the teacher, reviewing written feedback from a teacher, reflecting on or 
evaluating their own writing, sharing their writing with peers, and analyzing models of 
writing. We also created a scale to describe the frequency of four key writing processes in 
instruction that are emphasized by the National Writing Project: pre-writing, use of models 
of writing, composing, and collaborating with peers. The scales are based on survey items 
that asked teachers how frequently—from 0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”)—students engaged in 
a range of writing processes during class or teachers devoted class time to each of these 
four key writing processes. 

As Exhibit 4-4 shows, survey results did not identify statistically significant differences 
between partnership and delayed partnership teachers’ reports of student engagement in 
writing processes for all teachers nor for ELA teachers in particular. Similarly, the analysis 
of the scale created from the teacher survey on the frequency with which teachers devoted 
class time to four key writing processes did not identify differences between partnership 
and delayed partnership teachers.  
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Exhibit 4-4 
Student Engagement in Writing Processes (Model-Adjusted Means) 

 

 

Source: 2007−08, 2008−09, 2009–10, and 2010−11 teacher surveys. 

Finally, teacher assignments were coded to describe whether they required students to use 
any of the following components of the writing process: planning/inventing, information 
gathering, peer review, revision, or editing. The analysis of the scale created from these 
items did not yield differences between partnership and delayed partnership teachers. 

Student writing 

As previously described, the study analyzed student writing outcome measures collected 
from two sources—responses to on-demand writing prompts and writing that is a 
response to a naturally occurring teacher assignment—both given in seventh- and eighth-
grade English language arts classrooms. The on-demand writing prompts were analyzed 
for the spring and fall of the baseline and final years and for the spring only for the first and 
second years of implementation. Student work was collected in the first and fourth 
quarters in the baseline year and the second and third years of partnership 
implementation. The impact analysis was conducted with a sample of seventh- and eighth-
grade students from partnership and delayed partnership schools for each of the 
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3 implementation years, as well as the baseline year (to establish baseline equivalence 
between partnership and delayed partnership schools).  

The analysis yielded no significant difference in student writing in response to on-
demand writing prompts between schools assigned to form partnerships and 
schools assigned to delay partnership formation.  

Across the 3 years of partnership implementation, the analysis of student writing prompt 
data found no significant impact of being assigned to partnership professional 
development on the holistic measure of writing quality and no impacts on any of the six 
individual measures of writing attributes (content, structure, stance, sentence fluency, 
diction, and conventions). The model-adjusted mean scores on the holistic writing rubric 
for both partnership and delayed partnership schools are shown in Exhibit 4-5.  

Exhibit 4-5 
Holistic Scores on Student Writing in Response to On-Demand Writing 
Prompts (Model-Adjusted Means) 

 

Source: 2007−08, 2008−09, 2009–10 and 2010−11 on-demand writing prompts. 
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The analysis yielded no significant difference in student writing in response to 
naturally occurring writing assignments between schools assigned to form 
partnerships and schools assigned to delay partnership formation.  

The analysis examined a holistic measure of writing quality and two additional measures 
(construction of knowledge and development of expository writing). Across the last 2 years 
of partnership implementation, the results of the analysis did not find significant impact of 
random assignment to form a partnership on the holistic measure of writing quality or on 
the measures of construction of knowledge and development of expository writing.  

There are several plausible explanations for not finding an impact of partnership 
assignment on student writing. A lack of impact could well be caused by the low levels of 
partnership implementation described previously; it could be that the teacher practices 
supported by professional development were not positively associated with student 
outcomes; it could be that the focus of partnership professional development did not align 
with the student outcomes that were measured in this study; or the answer could involve a 
combination of these and other plausible explanations.  

To better understand the effect of partnership professional development on teacher and 
student outcomes, we conducted additional analyses to explore the causal theory by 
looking first at the relationship between partnership professional development and teacher 
instructional practices, and then at the relationship between teacher instructional practices 
and student outcomes.  

Correlational Analyses: The Relationship between 
Participation in Partnership Professional 
Development and Changes in Teacher Practices 

The hypothesis that professional development will affect teacher and student outcomes is 
based on the premise that teachers receive sufficient partnership professional 
development. The most plausible explanation for not finding a positive impact on student 
outcomes in the intent-to-treat analyses is that most teachers simply did not receive a level 
of professional development that met the study’s criteria for partnership implementation. 
Prior research has found a positive relationship between the duration of professional 
development that teachers receive and teacher outcomes (Desimone, 2009). It is therefore 
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essential to explore whether teachers who did receive a “sufficient” amount of professional 
development (i.e., sufficient to make the hypothesis worth testing) benefit from it. This is 
the first step in the causal theory.  

To test the hypothesis about the influence of partnership professional development (as 
opposed to the impact of school assignment to partnership) we used three strategies for 
creating a comparative reference: 

1. Using covariates to statistically adjust for measured differences between all teachers 
in delayed partnership schools and teachers who received sufficient partnership 
professional development. 

2. Using propensity score matching to identify a comparison group from within 
delayed partnership schools that would have been more likely to receive a sufficient 
amount of partnership professional development if they had been in partnership 
schools.24 

3. Modeling the relationship between outcomes and the duration of partnership 
professional development both as a continuous variable and as a dichotomous 
variable indicating 90 or more hours of participation solely within the partnership 
group. 

We conducted the analyses with two thresholds for the duration of partnership 
professional development. We chose 90 or more hours across the 3 years of 
implementation as our initial threshold for sufficient professional development because the 
study criteria set 30 hours of professional development per year as the criterion for 
duration of partnership professional development. We further lowered the criterion to 
60 hours in order to include a larger number of teachers. We compared teachers in 
partnership schools who received sufficient partnership professional development with 
teachers in delayed partnership schools.  

                                                         
24  The propensity scores used a broad set of baseline characteristics (e.g., self-reported writing professional 

development during the baseline year, attitudes and practices, teaching experience and teaching credentials, as well 
as the characteristics of teachers’ schools) to identify “comparable” teachers in delayed partnership schools. 
Teachers with either 90 or more hours or 60 or more hours of partnership professional development in general were 
more likely than other teachers in partnership schools to be ELA teachers and have higher reported frequency of 
particular writing practices at baseline. These measured differences were adjusted for in all the models. 
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We conducted only the analysis on survey outcomes because the small sample size of log 
responses does not support reliable estimates of these relationships.25 Below we present 
the results for the analysis comparing teachers with 90 or more hours of partnership 
professional development with all teachers in delayed partnership schools and with 
propensity-score-matched teachers in partnership schools, and the analysis relating hours 
of partnership professional development to teacher outcomes. The results for additional 
analyses are comparable and are presented in Appendix C. 

The strength of these analyses is that the relationship of professional development to 
outcomes is modeled solely for the teachers who received a sufficient amount of 
professional development to plausibly test the hypothesis about the effects of that 
professional development. On the other hand, research has shown that statistical 
adjustments do not typically mirror the results of experiments, which by definition are 
unbiased (Fortson, Verbitsky-Savitz, Kopa, & Gleason, 2012; Cook et al., 2008; Glazerman 
et al., 2003). One key threat to the validity of these analyses is “selection bias.” Because 
teachers were not randomly assigned to different levels of participation, teachers who self-
selected into more hours of partnership professional development (or were in schools 
where administrators prioritized the professional development and required higher levels 
of participation) may differ from the broader population of teachers on unmeasured 
characteristics. The results from these analyses thus should be considered correlational 
instead of causal.  

Compared with all teachers in delayed partnership schools, teachers with 90 or more 
hours of partnership professional development reported a higher frequency of 
instructional practices measured.  

The results indicate that, compared with all teachers in delayed partnership schools, 
teachers with 90 or more hours of partnership professional development reported a higher 
frequency of all instructional practices that we investigated (length of student writing, 
writing to learn, class time devoted to four key writing processes, and student engagement 
in writing processes). 

                                                         
25  There were a total of 41 teachers with 90 or more hours of partnership professional development, among whom only 

20 were seventh- or eighth-grade ELA teachers who completed teacher logs. There were a total of 61 teachers with 
60 or more hours of partnership professional development, among whom only 27 were seventh- or eighth-grade ELA 
teachers who completed teacher logs. 
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We conducted a logistic regression for whether students were engaged in writing at least 
one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions in a typical week and obtained an odds 
ratio of 15.8. This indicates that in the third year of partnership implementation, compared 
with teachers in delayed partnership schools at the same baseline practice level, 
partnership teachers with 90 or more hours of partnership professional development were 
15.8 times as likely to have students engaged in writing at least one or two one-paragraph 
responses/compositions in a typical week. 

Exhibit 4-6 presents the model-adjusted differences between teachers with 90 or more 
hours of partnership professional development and all teachers in delayed partnership 
schools for teacher practice scales (along with their standard errors). These scales ranged 
from 0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”) and were analyzed as continuous outcomes. Appendix C 
includes detailed model results for these analyses.  

Exhibit 4-6 
Differences between Teachers with 90 or More Hours of Partnership 
Professional Development and All Delayed Partnership Teachers for Teacher 
Practice Scales (Coefficients and Standard Errors from HLM Models) 

Outcome Coefficient Standard Error 
Writing to learn 0.43* 0.20 
Class time on four key writing processes 0.40* 0.20 
Student engagement in writing processes 0.58** 0.20 
Source: 2007−08 and 2010−11 teacher survey; partnership-monitoring reports, 2008−09 through 2010−11. 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01     

 

The writing-to-learn estimate indicates that, compared with teachers in delayed 
partnership schools at the same baseline practice level, teachers with 90 or more hours of 
partnership professional development scored 0.43 point higher on the writing-to-learn 
scale that ranges from 0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”) in the third year of partnership 
implementation. 

In the third year of partnership implementation, compared with teachers in delayed 
partnership schools at the same baseline practice level, teachers with 90 or more hours of 
partnership professional development scored 0.40 and 0.58 points higher on two writing 
process scales—class time devoted to four key writing processes and student engagement 
in writing processes, respectively—both ranging from 0 (“Never”) to 5 (“Daily”). 
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Among teachers in partnership schools, the duration of professional development 
received was positively related to almost all teacher practices investigated on the 
survey.  

These analyses examine the relationship solely within the partnership schools and thus do 
not attempt to address the impact of partnerships, but rather explain the variation in 
outcomes within partnership schools. This investigates the question: “What is the 
relationship between receiving a longer duration of partnership professional development 
(compared with a shorter duration of partnership professional development) and changes 
in teacher practice?” Again, results from this analysis are by no means causal, because 
unobserved factors, such as motivation to improve, may contribute to both the outcomes 
and the duration of professional development teachers received. 

The duration of partnership professional development was indicated by cumulative hours 
of partnership professional development for individual teachers, as well as by a 
dichotomous variable indicating whether a teacher received 90 or more hours of 
partnership development. Both analyses found that longer duration of partnership 
professional development was associated with student engagement in writing at least one 
or two one-paragraph responses/compositions and in writing processes, meaning that 
there were more frequent key writing processes in instruction. The only exception is 
writing to learn, which was not found to be significantly related to the duration of 
partnership professional development.  

A logistic regression yielded an estimate for engagement in longer writing of 8.6 in odds 
ratio, which indicates that in the third year of partnership implementation, compared with 
other teachers in partnership schools, partnership teachers with 90 or more hours of 
partnership professional development were 8.6 times as likely to have students engaged in 
writing at least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions in a typical week. 

Exhibit 4-7 presents the model-adjusted differences and their standard errors between 
teachers with 90 or more hours of partnership professional development and other 
teachers in partnership schools for teacher practice scales analyzed as continuous 
outcomes. Please refer to Appendix C for detailed model results for these analyses and for 
the relationship between hours of partnership professional development and teacher 
practices. 
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Exhibit 4-7 
Differences between Teachers with 90 or More Hours of Partnership 
Professional Development and Other Partnership Teachers for Teacher 
Practice Scales (Coefficients and Standard Errors from HLM Models) 

Outcome Coefficient Standard Error 
Writing to learn 0.25 0.18 
Class time on four key writing processes 0.55** 0.17 
Student engagement in writing processes 0.60** 0.16 
Source: 2007−08 and 2010−11 teacher survey; partnership-monitoring reports, 2008−09 through 2010−11. 
* *p < 0.01     
Note: Estimated from a logistic regression model. Difference is presented as odds ratio. 
 

The writing-to-learn estimate indicated no significant difference in the third year of 
partnership implementation between partnership teachers with 90 or more hours of 
partnership professional development and other teachers in delayed partnership schools. 

In the third year of partnership implementation, compared with teachers in delayed 
partnership schools at the same baseline practice level, partnership teachers with 90 or 
more hours of partnership professional development scored 0.55 and 0.60 points higher on 
two writing process scales—class time devoted to four key writing processes and student 
engagement in writing processes, respectively—both ranging from 0 (“Never”) to 
5 (“Daily”). 

The two methods of comparing teachers between partnership and delayed partnership 
schools and within partnership schools both found positive relationships between 
partnership professional development and teacher practices. None of them support causal 
inferences that speak directly to the original question, namely, the impact of partnerships 
on teacher practices. Combined, however, they suggest that partnership professional 
development, when of sufficient duration, is promising for affecting teacher practices. 
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Correlational Analyses: The Relationship between 
Teacher Instructional Practices and Student Writing 
Performance 

Teacher instructional practices are considered the mediating factor between writing 
professional development and student writing (see Exhibit 4-1). Therefore, it is worth 
exploring the relationships between specific teacher practices and student writing among 
partnership and delayed partnership teachers—the last step in the causal theory. We 
included the full sample of seventh- and eighth-grade ELA teachers in both partnership and 
delayed partnership in the baseline year and Year 3 of implementation and correlated each 
teacher practice indicator with student progress (measured by fall and spring writing in 
response to on-demand prompts) during these 2 years on holistic scores on writing 
prompts.26  

More frequent student engagement in writing at least one or two one-paragraph 
responses/compositions and more frequent student engagement in composing text 
were associated with improved performance on writing in response to prompts.  

Across partnership and delayed partnership schools, teacher reports on the survey that 
students wrote at least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions in a typical 
week and the percentage of days teachers reported on the teacher log that students 
composed text were positively associated with holistic scores on on-demand prompts for 
students in seventh- and eighth-grade ELA classes (Exhibit 4-8). Other teacher practices 
were not found to be associated with student writing performance. 

Exhibit 4-8 presents the coefficients and their standard errors using each a teacher practice 
indicator to predict student scores on the holistic measure of writing prompts. The results 
indicate that, compared with teachers whose students wrote shorter responses, teachers 
whose students wrote at least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions in a 
typical week had students that scored 0.27 point higher on the holistic measure of writing 
prompts, which ranged from 1 to 6. Compared with teachers whose students were not  

  

                                                         
26  Because of the lack of a pretest measure, we cannot associate teacher practices with student performance on writing 

prompts during the first and second years of implementation. 
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engaged in composing text, those whose students were engaged in composing text every 
day had student scores that were on average 0.23 point higher on the holistic measure of 
writing prompts.  

Exhibit 4-8 
Relationship between Teacher Practices and Holistic Score on  
Student Response to Writing Prompt (Coefficients and Standard Errors from 
HLM Models) 

Teacher practice Coefficient Standard Error 
Survey Measures   
Length - at least 1 or 2 one-paragraph 
responses/compositions 0.27* 0.12 
Writing to learn 0.02 0.05 
Class time on four key writing processes 0.05 0.03 
Student engagement in writing processes 0.06 0.04 
Log Measures   
Major goal - improving skills in writing processes -0.06 0.10 
Length - at least 1 or 2 one-paragraph 
responses/compositions 0.13 0.12 
Collaborative writing activities 0.20 0.13 
Brainstorming or organizing ideas 0.12 0.12 
Composing text 0.23* 0.12 
Revising text 0.09 0.11 
Editing Text 0.05 0.10 
Source: 2007−08 and 2010−11 on-demand writing prompts; 2007−08 and 2010−11 teacher survey; 2007−08 and 
2010−11 teacher log. 
* p < 0.05 

 

Combining the results of the relationship between the duration of partnership professional 
development and teacher practices and the relationship between teacher practices and 
student writing, we found that the length of writing was related to the duration of 
partnership professional development as well as student writing outcomes, and thus likely 
to be a mediator of partnership professional development’s relationship to/influence on 
student writing. Although composing text was related to student writing outcomes, we did 
not investigate its relationship with the duration of partnership professional development 
because of the small sample size for log data.  
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Qualitative Results 

To better understand the outcomes associated with partnership professional development, 
we used purposive sampling to select teachers for interviews who were most likely to 
enable us to test emerging hypotheses. The sampling plan varied slightly from year to year, 
depending on the focus of data collection (e.g., teachers who had higher levels of 
participation).27 Because our sample was purposive and not representative, our data do not 
enable us to reliably quantify the prevalence of particular patterns in the data. However, 
they can illuminate quantitative findings and provide insights into reported outcomes that 
were not measured quantitatively. Several findings emerged as we analyzed interview data 
across the partnership schools. 

Teachers in partnership schools reported that partnership professional 
development led them to attempt new instructional strategies and improved student 
outcomes.  

As the preceding chapter reported, the content of partnership professional development 
varied and, as a result of that variation, the strategies teachers reported adopting varied 
both across partnership schools and within them. Sometimes, the structure of the 
partnership professional development meant that the content of the professional 
development that teachers received varied. One such format was teacher inquiry, in which 
teachers studied a topic of their own choice. The format led to variation when the 
partnership plan included a workshop series covering different topics and teachers could 
attend the workshops they found most interesting.  

Additionally, the interview data show that teachers brought their own interests and needs 
into the professional development events, and these factors, along with their teaching 
assignments, acted as a filter for what teachers took away from the partnership work. In 
one partnership school, for example, a science teacher noted that the professional 
development focused a lot on free writing, creative writing, and journaling. She noted that 
the former two might have been useful for language arts teachers but were less relevant for 
science teachers; she also reported that when she attempted to implement journaling, she 

                                                         
27  Although our initial sampling was designed to capture variation in teacher characteristics (e.g., ELA vs. non-ELA 

teacher) and participation (e.g., higher vs. lower participation) to explore factors related to teacher participation in 
professional development, our sampling in later years focused more on higher-level participants so we could 
understand their reports of participation and the ways in which professional development was and was not affecting 
their practices. 
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found it cumbersome because of the technical information she included in her responses to 
student journals. On the other hand, she cited several activities for building student 
vocabulary or scaffolding analyses that she learned in the professional development and 
had successfully implemented on multiple occasions in her class. In contrast, two of the 
language arts teachers we interviewed at the same school reported benefits from doing 
journaling and creative writing more frequently as a result of the partnership professional 
development. This type of variation due to program design and teacher needs is central to 
the way Local Writing Project sites understand partnership work; on the other hand, the 
variation in reported teacher practices may diffuse the effects measured in our quantitative 
analyses. 

Even given the variation across and within partnership schools, teachers reported two 
types of strategies as more common: writing-to-learn strategies and strategies to foster 
student engagement in writing. In interviews, teachers across all content areas (including 
ELA) reported implementing writing-to-learn activities, in which students wrote for a 
purpose beyond the improvement of writing skills. In the most common writing-to-learn 
activities, students wrote relatively short text designed to activate their knowledge prior to 
instruction (e.g., “quick writes”) or to encourage them to reflect during or after lessons 
(e.g., reflective journals, exit slips). Some teachers described these short writing 
assignments, which were focused on getting ideas down rather than completing a polished 
product, as “low-stakes” writing. They noted that giving students frequent opportunities to 
write without the pressure of completing a final product improved students’ comfort with 
writing. Additionally, without the pressure of needing to grade such products, teachers felt 
able to include such writing activities as a regular part of their routine, resulting in more 
frequent writing opportunities for students. 

In some partnership schools, teachers who participated in professional development also 
reported taking away strategies to improve student engagement with writing, which 
teachers then reported led some students to generate more text as they became more 
comfortable with and interested in writing. One common strategy teachers reported was 
giving students more choice in their writing. In one school, both the principal and a teacher 
told us about a parent who wrote a letter to the superintendent describing the increase in 
his son’s interest in writing. The parent reported that previously his son would spend 
15 minutes of journaling time writing, “I hate to write” over and over again. Now the 
student likes to write. The teacher explained that she believed changes in her instruction 
were the root of this and other students’ increased engagement.  
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I think we’re more comfortable. And the more comfortable the teachers are with the 
way it’s delivered, and then writing is not something that’s being done to the 
students. ... I also have some students who are so excited to be writing, they say, “... 
We want to write more!” I just think they want to write more, and so I think that has 
really changed. It can’t be just the abstract, just, “You’re going to write an expository 
essay that has nothing to do with anything.” I think that has changed a ton. ... I give a 
lot of choice in the writing, and because I get excited about writing and I read to 
them from pieces, whether it’s from Percy Jackson—there’s some great lines from 
Percy Jackson that talk about the power of words, and the eighth graders are so 
egocentric that they know how words can hurt them. So I think that…what has made 
a big difference is that I’ve tried to tie [writing] into what they can get [deeply 
engaged in]. I quit trying to be a writing teacher and just made it more fun. 

This teacher’s response also exemplifies teachers’ tying writing to other content—in this 
case, reading, but teachers from multiple content areas made similar reports—as another 
strategy acquired from partnership professional development for making writing more 
meaningful for students. 

In addition to describing particular changes in their own practices, teachers reflected on 
how they believed the professional development affected their students and what aspects 
of the professional development led to these benefits. As reported in the preceding chapter, 
although some partnership professional development covered writing processes (e.g., pre-
writing, composing, revising, editing), the activities presented most often focused on pre-
writing. Although it was a less common focus, teacher interviews suggest that in at least 
five partnership schools, student collaboration around writing—particularly peer editing—
also increased because of partnership professional development. Finally, along with 
improving student comfort and engagement with writing and building students’ abilities to 
collaborate on writing, teacher interviews suggest that, in a few partnership schools, 
teacher assignments helped students express their own ideas through writing. As one 
teacher noted,  

They still struggle with the things that aggravate us the most, like spelling and 
punctuation, but the content, the ideas that they come up with, just—sometimes I’m 
just so excited. But there might be three or four words spelled wrong in there, but 
what they have said, it just amazes me sometimes. Lots of times, well most all the  
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time, I connect their writing back to whatever we’re reading, and when they come 
up with something that we have not talked about as a class or wasn’t obvious in the 
book and they come up with this creative new way to think about it, that’s my 
favorite part of teaching.  

Comments like these give evidence that some teachers were able to provide students with 
more meaningful writing experiences than they had prior to the partnership professional 
development. Overall, however, relatively few teachers reported these types of changes. In 
addition to the variation in the level of teacher participation and the fact that not all of the 
professional development content would lead to these types of changes in instruction, 
interviews also suggested that teachers faced barriers to making substantial changes in 
their instruction. 

Qualitative data suggest that school structures (e.g., time, curriculum) affected the 
prevalence of changes in teacher practice and the depth of changes that teachers 
attempted.  

In interviews, teachers in partnership schools described barriers to partnership 
professional development’s catalyzing greater changes in their practices. The most 
consistent barrier mentioned was limited teacher time—both time to devote to writing 
instruction and time to plan how to integrate new ideas into existing curriculum and 
instructional practices. The study did not set an expectation that schools or teachers would 
change the existing curriculum, instruction, and time use. However, qualitative data 
suggest that the effects of partnership professional development on teacher practice and 
student outcomes may be limited unless such changes are made. One teacher described 
how both her own limited planning time (she reported that the school provided no 
independent planning time for the 3 weeks preceding our visit), combined with 
requirements for using her ELA time to cover specific reading activities that administrators 
believed would improve student test scores, constrained her choices about what new ideas 
from the professional development to implement. 

I’m dictated now to do certain reading activities [to] bring…the test scores up. I 
would love to use this new idea in the book [that we have been reading in our 
professional development], but I don’t know when I could do it. [I would have 
to]…really rethink…and rework…everything [that] I already have planned. But some 
of [the ideas in the book] are easy—like entrance and exit tickets. Those are easy to 
do. 
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Considering the factors that inhibited teachers from making more substantial changes to 
their practices, we understand the appeal of writing-to-learn activities, which could be 
added to existing classroom routines or instructional units with relatively little effort. This 
is one possible explanation for why so much partnership professional development focused 
on writing to learn and why teachers were more likely to report implementing new 
writing-to-learn strategies than any other type of strategy covered in the professional 
development. Writing-to-learn activities can also be used across all disciplines, which was 
another advantage in cases in which participants had diverse teaching assignments. These 
positive attributes of writing-to-learn activities notwithstanding, the extent to which they 
dominated teachers’ reports about changes in their practices also appears to be a symptom 
of constraints that inhibited teachers’ implementation of activities that required more 
instructional time or more teacher time to plan deeper changes to instruction. 

Conclusion  

In this chapter, we tested the causal theory of the impact of partnership professional 
development on teacher and student outcomes in three stages by investigating the intent-
to-treat effect of random assignment to form partnerships on teacher and student 
outcomes, the relationship between the duration of partnership professional development 
and teacher practices, and finally the relationship between teacher practices and student 
outcomes. 

Random assignment to form partnerships affected teacher professional practices in some 
areas, such as teachers’ perceptions of the influence of professional development, the 
frequency and length of student writing, and student collaboration in writing. These 
impacts were evident on survey and log items, as well as in qualitative data. The study, 
however, did not find evidence that assignment to form a partnership had an impact on 
writing to learn, the extent to which key writing processes are prevalent in partnership 
schools, or student writing outcomes.  

Comparisons between partnership teachers who participated in a higher level of 
partnership professional development and teachers in delayed partnership schools reveal 
that the duration of participation in partnership professional development was positively 
related to all teacher practices we investigated, including length of student writing, writing 
to learn, the frequency with which students were engaged in writing processes, and the 
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frequency with which teachers taught in four key writing processes. Comparisons among 
partnership teachers who received higher and lower levels of partnership professional 
development reveal the same results on the teacher practice measures except for the 
writing-to-learn scale.  

Across partnership and delayed partnership teachers, teacher reports of student 
engagement in at least one or two one-paragraph responses/compositions and the 
frequency with which students composed text was positively associated with holistic 
scores on writing prompts. Other teacher practices were not found to be associated with 
student achievement on writing prompts. 

The results from the three-stage analyses suggest that although we found no impact of 
partnership participation on student outcomes, there is evidence of linkage between the 
duration of partnership professional development and teacher practices and then to 
student outcomes, thereby supporting the plausibility of the causal theory of how 
partnerships work to improve student writing. On the other hand, the majority of the 
teacher practices supported by the partnerships were not found to be significantly 
associated with student outcomes, suggesting that the focus of partnership professional 
development may not have aligned with the student outcomes that were measured in this 
study.  
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

The average American student does not write proficiently (Salahu-Din, Persky & Miller, 
2008). The Common Core State Standards that have recently been adopted by 46 states aim 
to raise the bar for the quality of student writing, so the gap between national expectations 
and student performance is likely to increase unless current practices are changed. Studies 
suggest that typical writing instruction, which provides students few opportunities for 
engaging in composing and revising extended written text, is a root cause of students’ 
underdeveloped writing skills (Applebee & Langer, 2011).  Professional development for 
teachers focused on improving writing instruction, therefore, is a potentially promising 
strategy for changing teacher practices and improving student writing.  

The field has reached consensus about the features of high-quality professional 
development. However, the research base is composed largely of correlational studies, and 
the outcomes measured are often self-reported changes in teacher practices (e.g., 
Desimone, 2009). Few randomized controlled trials or rigorous quasi-experiments have 
identified positive impacts of professional development on teacher practices and student 
outcomes (Yoon et al., 2007). A recent large-scale experiment on middle-school 
mathematics professional development found no effects on teacher practices or student 
achievement of 2 years of professional development that had features the field believes are 
characteristics of “effective” professional development (Garet et al., 2011). One exception 
to this general portrait of a weak research base on the efficacy of professional development 
is a randomized controlled trial conducted on an intervention implemented by a National 
Writing Project site in California (Kim et al., 2011; Olson et al., 2012).  

We launched this study with the goal of using a randomized controlled trial design to 
estimate the impact of professional development offered by the National Writing Project, a 
highly regarded professional development provider. The first major finding of the 
experiment, however, was that it was difficult for the Local Writing Project sites to provide 
professional development to a large enough proportion of middle grades teachers at a 
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sufficient duration that could be expected to affect outcomes. And, while partnerships did 
increase the amount of writing professional development that teachers received, aggregate 
differences in teacher participation rates mask substantial variation in the depth and 
breadth of teacher participation in partnership professional development both within and 
across partnerships.  

Why was it hard to get teachers to participate in free professional development that had 
features widely regarded as indicators of high quality? The core answer lies in what Cohen 
and Hill (2000) and Corcoran, Shields, and Zucker (1998) have described as a “non-system” 
of teacher development, which lacks the coherence necessary to incentivize large-scale 
participation in effective professional development. More specifically, the broader 
accountability and policy context—particularly whether and how states assess student 
writing in the middle grades—lowered the priority some schools and teachers placed on 
participation in partnership professional development, such that neither teachers nor their 
schools allocated sufficient time for most teachers to attend. 

In addition, many Local Writing Project sites participating in the study had limited prior 
experience with school partnerships to draw on in planning and implementing partnership 
professional development. Working with a school as a partner is different from working 
with individual volunteers, the latter being much more typical of National Writing Project 
professional development. When working with a partner school, reaching beyond the most 
interested initial volunteers is critical. The desire for broad participation does not imply 
that professional development should be mandatory (and, in fact, requiring attendance 
might not be the most effective way to truly engage a critical mass of teachers). However, 
achieving broad participation does require that the professional development provider be 
able to identify strategies to motivate teacher participation. Many Local Writing Project 
sites had little experience with creating the necessary intrinsic or extrinsic incentives for 
participation. Although language arts teachers in many partnership schools participated in 
partnership professional development at high rates, no Local Writing Project sites in our 
study succeeded in motivating participation in a sufficient duration of professional 
development outside of ELA departments. Given the call for writing across the content 
areas in the new Common Core State Standards, this shortfall is noteworthy. 

Finally, one potentially effective strategy for creating incentives in a professional 
development system is to offer professional development that is customized to local needs 
and is thus highly aligned with teachers’ contexts. The National Writing Project model 
includes this type of customization. Our data confirmed that content varied locally because 
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of a combination of the state and local policy context, efforts to adapt professional 
development to school contexts and teacher needs, schools’ baseline practices, and Local 
Writing Projects’ experience and expertise. Given such variation, the extent to which the 
professional development content was aligned with the specific teacher and student 
outcome measures used in the study also varied. This tension between the locally 
customized content as a strategy for improving professional development coherence and 
policymakers’ interests in evaluating professional development effectiveness on a large 
scale is not unique to this evaluation. The issues described above all frame the 
interpretation of findings from the study.  

Key Findings 

We conducted a randomized controlled trial (RCT) because it is the best design for 
generating an unbiased estimate of the impact of a program. Estimates of the effects of 
professional development based on quasi-experiments, especially if the treatment group 
comprises volunteers, are likely to be subject to selection bias. In contrast, an RCT provides 
an unbiased estimate of the effectiveness of the intervention in the case where participants 
experience the conditions to which they are assigned with high fidelity. However, in the 
current study, because the intervention was not implemented at a level that met the study’s 
definition of a school partnership, the RCT estimates the impact of assigning schools to 
form a partnership (instead of the effects of partnerships). To explore the effects of 
partnerships, we tested the causal theory of the impact of partnership professional 
development on teacher and student outcomes in three stages. First, we investigated the 
intent-to-treat effect of random assignment to form a partnership on teacher and student 
outcomes. Next, we examined the correlational relationship between the duration of 
partnership professional development and teacher practices. Finally, we explored the 
correlational relationship between teacher practices and student outcomes. 

Through the intent-to-treat analysis, we found that random assignment to form a 
partnership appeared to affect teacher professional practices in some areas, such as 
teachers’ perceptions of the influence of professional development, the frequency and 
length of student writing, and student collaboration in writing. However, there were no 
statistically significant differences in student outcomes between schools assigned to form a 
partnership and schools assigned to delay partnership formation. 
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Turning to correlational analyses, comparisons between teachers who participated in a 
higher level of partnership professional development and teachers in delayed partnership 
schools revealed that the intensity of partnership professional development is positively 
related to nearly all the teacher practices we investigated, including length of student 
writing, writing to learn, the frequency with which students were engaged in four key 
writing processes, and the frequency with which teachers taught writing processes. 
Comparisons among partnership teachers who received higher and lower levels of 
partnership professional development found a positive relationship between the duration 
of participation and all teacher-reported practices except use of writing-to-learn strategies.  

Likewise, some teacher practices were associated with positive student outcomes. Across 
partnership and delayed partnership teachers, engaging students in at least one to two 
one-paragraph responses/compositions in a typical week and composing text were 
positively associated with holistic scores on student responses to on-demand writing 
prompts. Other teacher practices were not found to be associated with student 
achievement on writing prompts. 

Implications 

The performance of U.S. students suggests that schools and teachers will need ongoing 
support to enable students to develop strong writing skills. The Common Core State 
Standards bring a new focus to writing, but standards alone will not improve student 
learning (Loveless, 2012). Findings from this Brookings Institution report suggest the need 
for a concurrent focus on developing the knowledge and skills of educators to improve the 
quality of instruction that students experience. Professional development is a key strategy 
for improving instruction. Although this study did not find an impact of partnership 
participation on student writing, it did find that being assigned to form a partnership had 
some positive effects on teachers’ instructional practices and positive associations between 
the intensity of partnership professional development and teacher practices. Furthermore, 
it found some positive associations between teacher practices and student outcomes. The 
results suggest that the causal theory may hold promise if teachers experience sufficient 
partnership professional development and if the partnership professional development 
focuses on the kinds of student writing that align with the outcome measures. 
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One of the main findings of the current study, however, is that merely offering an external 
partner with expertise in writing instruction and teacher professional development is 
insufficient for increasing the priority schools place on writing instruction and for 
promoting sufficient participation in professional development. As such, this study adds to 
the literature on professional development that has, for well over a decade, documented 
the importance of a coherent policy environment—one in which standards, curriculum, 
student assessments, and professional development all share a common focus—in 
encouraging teachers to participate in professional development and implement what they 
learn in their classrooms. 
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